LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A Letter to The Editor from a much-traveled,
educated fraternity man who graduated from another college occupies much of Page 8 this week.
It's good reading and has some sound reasons behind the fraternity system here. It's suggested
reading this week.
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Construction Of 2 New
Dormitories Postp oned
Who's Afraid Of The Big, Bad Tiger!

Crazy, Mixed-Up Crowd Of Students Go Through Registration

Definite Plans
Not Made For
Physics Building
By JIM TOBIAS
Tiger Staff Writer
Construction" of two new
wings to the present dormitory facilities has been postponed, according to Henry
Hill, director of Auxiliary
Enterprises. The construction of a new Physics Building has also been proposed.

Throngs upon throngs of students, young and old, senior and
freshman, single and married, stormed the Clemson College
Field House Feb. 5 for registration into any one of seemingly

Mr. Hill said, "The plans for the
new dormitories have been sent
back to the architects for them
to restudy the design in order to
cut down on the cost of construction."
The low bid for the construction
was submitted by Atlantic States
Construction Company of Atlanta,
Ga. but was $60,000 over the funds
By LEE CLYBCRN
available for the building. The
extension will not be ready for stuTiger Assistant News Editor
dents by September 1959.
A joint committee composed of
The dormitory extension was to
students, faculty and alumni will
be constructed similarily to the
present dormitories. The exten- soon begin work on the possibility
sion, 127 new rooms, was included of national social fraternities on
in the original plans, but were not the Clemson campus, according to
built because of lack of funds. Walter Cox, dean of Student AfThe new dormitories will be an ex- fairs.
tension of "A" section, from be- j A few more persons have yet to
hind Tillman Hall toward the pre- j be named to the committee before
sent Physics Building, and "P"
section, toward the dining hall.
The rooms would have had con- I
crete block and metal panels on
the outside walls with concrete j
block partitions between them, j
There would also be additional
lounge space for the students and
By Staff Writer
an apartment for the matron in
Lionel Hampton, whose musical
charge of the lounge.
Architects for the extension and experience ranges from taking
the present dormitories were Ly- drum lessons from a Catholic nun
les, Bissett, Carlisle and Wolff. to playing with the greats of the
According to college officials $28,- jazz world, will appear at the up000 has been set aside to furnish coming Mid-Winters dances. Welland equip the new dormitories. remembered by Clemson students
This figure was not included in the for bis appearance at Junior-Sen*********
contract bid.
A new Physics Building has been
proposed, but definite plans made
as yet, although the site has been
predetermined by the master plan
for future college building. The
new Physics Building will be located south of the Old Dairy Building.
Dr. Howard Hunter, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences and a
member of the Planning Committee, reported that architects were
working on plans and designs for
the new building, but that they
are not ready for presentation to
the Budget Control Board of the
(Continued on Page 5)

infinite number of cuorses. But, tradition dominated and students were registered. What a day! (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)

Committee To investigate
Fraternity System Possibilities

Little Zondra Lynn Moore, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Moore of Clemson, is unafraid of the
Tiger painted on the floor of the gym. Zondra
made her debut as an actress during halftime of

a recent basketball game. Had her performance
been rated, it would surely have been nearly
perfect, for she was a big hit with fans. (Tiger
photo by Alex McCormack.)

'let Winthrop Handle Them/ Rep. Richardson Says

Bill Introduced To Bar Freshman,
Sophomore Coeds At Clemson ,USC
By BILL HTLL
Tiger News Editor
"Let Winthrop handle them"
With these words Rep. Don
Richardson popped a bill to the
General Assembly of South Carolina which would bar freshman
and sophomore coeds at Clemson
and the University of South Carolina.
The Georgetown representative
said the state would save money
on women's dormitory construction if and when Clemson gets
ready to build them and if the
University finds it has to add some.
Clemson presently has 78 coeds
all of whom are day students. The
University has some 700 freshmen
and sophomore women. Winthrop,
however, has facilities for 1,800
but has only 1200 enrolled at present.
See Editorial on Page 2
Rep. Richardson blasted, "The
amount of money we are spending
on education and what we are getting for it is ridiculous." He
laid three bills before the assembly which in his opinion would alleviate some of these expenses.
The bill concerning the coeds is
one of these. The other two involve cutting out remedial courses
in state colleges and the requirement of more English, math and
science courses for high school
students.
The bill concerning the barring of freshman and sophomore
coeds was introduced Jan. 27
and is stated as follows:
"Be it enacted by the General
Assembly of the State of South
Carolina:
"SECTION 1. The University of
South Carolina and Clemson College are hereby prohibited from
enrolling any woman student for
any courses offered by either institution below the junior year.
"SECTION 2. All acts or parts
of acts inconsistent herewith are
repealed.
"SECTION 3. This act shall take
effect upon approval by the Governor."
Since Clemson doesn't have
the housing facilities, coeds must
commute to classes; therefore,
the coed comes to Clemson because Clemson offers degrees in
20 different majors which are not
offered by any other college in
South Carolina, because of financial reasons, because Clemson
is close-by or because they are
wives of Clemson students.
Clemson's School of Arts and
Sciences is a service school which
must be necessarily employed to
provide basic courses for our other
technological schools. In offering
an Arts and Sciences major Clemson is not offering any additional
courses that would not be required

to be taught in serving the techno- not offered at his former school.
For example there are three
logical schools.
No other institution in South coeds now enrolled in the School
Carolina offers in the first two of Architecture. One could easily
years all the courses required in derive that their courses in dethe curricula at Clemson. Any stu- sign, etc., could not be secured
dent who transferred to Clemson in any other institution of highin his junior year must go back er learning in the state.
The bill was referred to the
and take either or both freshman
and sophomore courses which are Education and Public Works Comrequired in the curricula and were mittee for further consideration.

Tim Trively, Past Columnist,
Is Elected Associate Editor

it will begin work. F. M. Kinard,
dean of the college, is naming
faculty committee members; Joe
Sherman, director of Public Relations, is naming alumni; and Joe
Fox, president of Student Government, is in charge of student members.
Dean Cox reported that the
committee would study the matter
and would determine (1) Would a
national social fraternity system

at Clemson be an asset or a liability to the College?; and (2) If an
asset, what would be necessary to
the establishment of the system
and what difficulties would have
to be overcome?
The new joint committee will
offer a report for consideration
to the Board of Trustees as soon
as all pertinent information can
be gathered.

Lionel Hampton Began Musical Career
Wiih Drum Lessons From Catholic Nun

Campbell Named
New President Of
Numeral Society"

Change In WSBF Staff Position
Makes Holt Program Director

Abell Announces
Auditions For
Cheering Squad

"We wish to urge that all
branches of Student Government, the Student Body and all
interested organizations and Individuals to accelerate efforts
toward the attaining of social
fraternities at Clemson College."

Student Assembly carefully disior, May, 1956, Hampton and his i all over the stage as they play. cussed all arguments for and
band will invade the college din- | The Hamp himself has amazing against social fraternities before
ing hall for the formal Friday night j energy and vitality incomparable the assembly voted unanimously
and the informal Saturday night j to that of any other band leader. in favor of the resolution.
The action of the Student AsHe is nervous and he always wants
dances.
Hampton, after leaving the to be on the move, doing some- sembly is the first time that a representative group have given pubWisconsin convent, continued thing.
lic recognition as a group to the
his musical Interests in high
This energy and joy in his work
school band and soon became is highly contagious, and his audi- fraternity question at Clemson.
everyone's favorite. He had a ences never fail to respond to his
great desire to play—so great, in music by clapping, stomping or any
fact, that he even joined the other means at hand.
Chicago Defender Band to get
No other big-name band leadmore experience.
er
since the late 30's has been
Chicago was not the place for
this rhythm-filled young musician able to keep his group as near
looking for a break, so he headed the top as has Lionel Hampton.
The enrollment this semester Is
for Los Angeles. He studied music Besides many hit recordings,
such
as
"Exactly
Like
You"
and
approximately
3,550 students with
at the University of Southern California in the day-time and work- "Standing Room Only," he has enrollment continuing through
played all over the country for Feb. 19, according to K. N. Vicked as a soda jerker at night.
Finally he landed a job with college and high school dances ery, register. The number of stuPaul Howard and later Les Hite, and has worked in big-name dents enrolled in the college first
semester was 3,737.
whose bands were popular on the clubs and hotels.
This is the largest second semesTo add another accomplishment
west coast at that time. From
then on it was only a matter of |1 to the list, Hamp is also a composer ter enrollment in the history of
time before Lionel Hampton won in his own right. Over 100 fami- the college and compares with
13,397 students a year ago.
his first national acclaim working liar jazz tunes bear his name.
with Louis Armstrong and Bing
Crosby in "Pennies from Heaven"
for Paramount. It was while playing with Satchmo that Hampton's
talent on the vibraharp became
evident.
Following his stint with ArmThe balcony has been re-floored
The second auditorium of the
strong were several recordings
and will serve for individual reYMCA
Building
is
now
being
conmade with Benny Goodman,
LIONEL HAMPTON
creation such as wlight lifting,
Teddy Wilson and Gene Krupa. verted into a combination recreamedicine ball, and similar activi"My Last Affair," "Dinah" and tion hall, basketball court and
"Moonglow" were among the gymnasium, and according to ties.
The amount of equipment that
many hits for which this fabu- YMCA officials, the change is exwill be secured will depend upon
pected to cost $3,300.
lous jazz group was noted.
The basketball court will have the funds available. The college
Then, in 1936, Downbat Magagoals at the ends for regulation and "Y" are working on a plan to
zine voted The Hamp the most exfull court games. Goals will be secure funds.
citing artist of the year. Four
In the future, the "Y" hopes to I
placed along the sides to permit
more years with Goodman's band
a greater number of students to add a larger swimming pool in the I
The Souuth Carolina General As- and Lionel Hampton decided to play at the same time. This will area between the "Y" and the
sembly has recorded its formal form his own which was, by 1943, also enable the small boys and Physics Building. A Gymnasium
appreciation of the substantial the most popular in the nation.
girls of the community to secure may possibly be added above thel
grants to Clemson made by Olin Hampton's band is unique in that exercise.
proposed pool at a later date.
his men prance, jump and leap
Foundation.
******** *******
Both House and Senate has approved a concurrent resolution
sponsored by Rep. Sol Blatt of
Barnwell, speaker of the House of
Representatives.
It cited the successive grants
made by the Olin Foundation for
construction of a ceramics engineering ($455,000), for equipping
that building ($180,000), and for
construction of a chemical engineering building ($1,175.00) at
Clemson.
The Blatt resolution cited the
state's need for the use of research
and other facilities made possible
by the Olin grants.
It also voiced "the gratitude of
the people of South Carolina for
recognizing needs of the state in
the fields of ceramic and chemical engineering and rendering
such effective aid by grants of
unprecedented generosity by which
Clemson Agricultural College has
reached the foreground in America in these important' sciences."
Particular recognition was accorded Dr. Charles Lilley Horn, Workmen begin construction here on the down- of movies but was appropriated after remodelpresident of the foundation; James stairs theater of the YMCA to convert it to a ing of the 'Y' for additional student recreation
O. Winn, vice president, and Ralph gym with full facilities for student use. The facility. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford.)
auditorium was formerly used for the showing
Clark, secretary-treasurer.

To Play Here

By BILL HTLL
Columbia was elected as circulation manager in Dec. to replace
Tiger Assistant News Editor
Tim Trivley, former writer of the John Beall who resigned.
column "Week's Peek," was elecSEE PICTURE PAGE 8
ted associate editor of The Tiger
at a recent senior staff meeting.
Two other staff appointments
He will replace Ed Gettys who re- have also been made.
Kemp
signed. Tim is an Arts and Sci- Mooney, Architecture sophomore
ence junior from Clemson.
from Columbia, was appointed
Replacing Trivley as columnist- asst. managing Editor, and Bob
be Bob Clark, Mathematics Burns, Mechanical Engineering
I junior from Charleston. Bob was i sophomore also of Columbia, was
a member of the sports staff be- I appointed as asst. spqrts editor.
These two positions have been
Russ Campbell, senior English
fore accepting his new post.
This recent change in the senior j newly created by The Tiger in or- major from Bennettsville, htf
| staff is the second within two Ider to give the editors more lati- been elected president of trie
months. Ronnie Slice, Electrical j tude in their jobs, Editor Ronnie
Numeral Society succeeding Bill
Engineering sophomore from Ellis said.
Nettles, who graduated at midterm.
Elected to the office of promotion executive vacated by Ed Gettys was Glen Welfong, Industrial
Engineer major from Hickory, N.
C.
By LEE CLYBURN
Previous to his recent promoTiger Assistant News Editor
tion Russ was director in charge
Teddy Holt, Arts and Sciences major from Loris, has of the Numeral Society's Homebeen named WSBF program director for the coming sem- coming float. In addition to his
ester according to Buddy Putman, station manager.
activities in the Numeral Society,
Teddy formerly held the posoition of assistant pro- Russ is a feature writer on The
Tiger and designer of the Bobbin
gram director.
i
.' classes. Two major changes in and Beaker.
Also named as new assistant th rogram for ^ coming semesInitiation for new members will
program director was Charlie , ter haye bgen announced.
begin Monday, he said.
Jamieson. Industrial Management ■
.
.
«_
T- •
^u„.no
"Music
prosophomore from
Union.
Charlie
*
*• for Dreaming,"
.
"' a *~
,
. .
.,
„igram presentlv broadcast from 11
has had previous raido experience s1"1" v
? . ■ . .
'p.m. until midnight, is being rein Orangeburg, Bamburg, Union
placed by a new program entitled
and for the Clemson Football Net"The Late, Late Show." The new
i program will feature music deTeddy has listed several changes ; signed {Qr ,ate evening and ^u
in broadcasting times and also ^ j feature old standards. At this time
Cheerleader tryouts will be held
programs to become effective the breakfast menu for the coming
Monday night at 6:30 p.m. in TillMonday. This coming semester day will be given.
WSBF will go on the air from 6:30
"Concert Hall" will be moved man Hall. There is a vacancy for
a.m. until 7:50 a.m.
from its present position on Friday a male student on the squad.
The program will be an early and will now be presented on WedAccording to Erwin Abell, head
morning disc-jockey type and will nesday. The program will replace
cheerleader, the position of Counbe piped into the dining hall dur- "Sounds of the Twentieth Centry Gentleman must also be filled.
ing breakfast. The early morning tury."
broadcast will be the first time
WSBF will continue to present The tryouts for co-ed cheerleaders
that WSBF has attempted a full- CBS News each evening at 7:45 will be held at the beginning of the
semester-long program at these ; pm. arui again at 11 p.m. Also on fall session.
hours.
j weekdays the station will operate
Erwin urges anyone interested
Teddy stated that signing off at j from 6 p.m. until midnight, and on
7:50 a.m. would help serve as a Sunday broadcast will begin at 1 in trying out for the open posireminder for students with 8 a.m. j p.m. and continue until midnight. tions to be present Monday night.

The idea of social fraternities
stemmed from a resolution drawn
up by Student Assembly in a recent meeting. The approved resolution stated:
"We, of the Clemson College
Student Assembly, elected by the
students, do resolve that there is
a definite and acute need for social fraternities on the Clemson
campus.

Enrollment Is
Record High
For Semester

New Gym VIill Replace \
Old Y.M.C.A. Theater

General Assembly
Cites Appreciation
For Olin Grants

Begin Conversion Of YMCA Theater To Gym
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AN APPEAL TO THE STATE LEGISLATURE

RE Week Program Fulfills
Need For Religious Study

General Assembly Considering Bill Which Could
Deter Girls From Attending Clemson
The state's General Assembly is presently considering great volumes of legislation, most of which will probably never
effect many of us. Several bills, if passed,
will have far-reaching effects on our citizenry, such as the non-insured motorist
law, aimed at protecting our lives and property, which was recently approved.
All of this is in keeping with our democratic processes, and while we may disagree with some of the legislation approved by the Assembly, it must be remembered that our representatives usually have
the best interests of their constituents foremost in their minds.
However, one piece of legislation currently under consideration defies any rational explanation as to the true purpose
of the bill. The bill would provide that
no female student be allowed to enroll at
Clemson or the University of South Carolina until she has completed two years of
college at another institution. This bill
is apparently intended to deter any female
from ever being able to attend either
school.
It is even more apparent that the
bill is intended to raise enrollments in
our girls' colleges throughout the state
at the expense of Clemson and the
University. It is no secret that enrollments in these schools have not
risen as much as those here and at
the University, and in some instances
there has been a definite decline.
A basic principle is involved here —
that of an individual's right to attend the
school of his or her choice. This bill would

virtually destroy that precious right of
any girl.
The argument that a girl could transfer to either school after two years is
almost completely invalid. The requisites
for a degree from Clemson include two
years of mathematics and one year of physics for most curriculums, whereas few
women's colleges require such courses. A
transfer student would be thrown behind
at least one year at the outset, even longer
in some cases.
Clemson is the only college in South
Carolina that offers a curriculum in architecture, a curriculum which ordinarily requires five years to complete. But it would
take a co-ed six or seven years to earn this
degree if this bill is passed. This would
impose an impossible financial burden on
most families.
These are only a few problems such
a bill would impose. Since we are not
fa: "iar with curriculums at the University, we cannot discuss the problems they
would face if the bill is approved. But we
are confident that they, too, would find
themselves in much the same situation.
In the long run this bill would turn
both Clemson and the University into allmale schools. None of us want that. It is
true that Clemson's co-ed faction is a very
small mmority of our student body, but
left alone, and with the help of a girls' MO —WE DON'T HAVE- A GIELS DOfcMlTOttY E*JT IM
dormitory, their number will increase.
SUfcE YOU CAW FIViD AE.OOM DOWN TOWH—Tr4ER.fc'"5 ONE
We are confident that a majority of our
legislators will see the shortcomings of this OVER. THE POOL. ROOM AUD IF YOo'b LAVCE — 1 COULD CALL.
bill and that they will realize it will be in
Let's Talk It Over
the best interests of all concerned for it to
be defeated.

Tide Has Turned On Fr aternity Question; New
Committee Set Up For Further Investigation
In the closing days of last semester,
just before semester break, Student Assembly unanimously approved the fraternity system for this campus. The action
taken by this body is very significant since
the membership of this group is made up
of a cross-section of our student body, and,
therefore, reflects an opinion held by a
very large majority of Clemson students.
We might point out that this same opinion
has been dominant with students since
1955 when the old Cadet Corps was at last
disbanded.
The step taken by Student Assembly
is not a surprise. It is more surprising
that it has waited so long to take some
positive action on this matter. Until the
Assembly met, no positive action had been
taken in this regard. Granted, the fraternity question had been aired at length
in this newspaper through editorials, columns, Letters to Tom and the like, and the
subject was a popular one among students,
but the accomplishments derived therefrom could be measured in words only.
Now the tide has turned and we
are confident that some very real progress will be witnessed in the near
future. Other definite action has been
taken by Dean Cox and other administrative officials within the last week.
A committee composed of students,
faculty and almuni will meet soon to
consider the fraternity question. The
committee has been instructed to make
a completely unbiased appraisal of the
matter in an effort to determine
whether or not fraternities are really
needed on this campus, and, if they are,
to make recommendations as to the
< best way to establish them here as
quickly as possible.
We know that every student will follow the proceedings of this committee with
interest, and we are confident that the

committee will consider the question wisely and justly. We are even more confident
that the committee will see the need for
fraternities, and that perhaps within a
year or less we will finally have this longneeded addition to our campus.
The question of fraternities has concerned many more than the Clemson family. Many people who never attended this
institution — and some who have never
even seen the campus — are interested in
our problem. It is not surprising that a
majority of these people are themselves
fraternity men who realize the value and
importance of fraternal organizations on
any campus.
One gentleman felt so strongly about
the matter that he wrote to us outlining
some of the principal benefits of fraternities. His comments are found elsewhere
in these pages under Letters to the Editor.
We would like to direct your attention to
his remarks because we found them highly
interesting and enlightening. His is perhaps one of the best arguments for fraternities we have seen recently.
There are, of course, many arguments
for and against fraternities. Practically
all of them have been discussed in one way
or another during the last four years, and
there is no need to rehash them now.
However, we are extremely pleased that
at last some definite action will be taken
so that the matter can be settled.
We ask the committee membership to
hear both arguments on the question and
to consider all information wisely. We
feel that the benefits which would be
gained by the establishment of fraternities
would far out-weigh any shortcomings.
The future development of student life
now rests in this committee's hands. Future generations will remember its decision; let us hope that it will be the right
one.
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At Semester's Start We Can Reflect
Over Old Mistakes; Improvements Due
By BOB CLARK
It is my honor and privilege to
have been chosen to write this
column for the second semester
term. For those of you who
read the editorial page with the
hope of deriving some benefit, I
hope this column will contain
material of an informative and
varied nature.
A person
entrusted
with the responsibility
of writing a
column has
many problems to face,
but the two
most important ones are
these: firstly,
how can I best express myself so
that everyone will understand
the real meaning being conveyed; secondly, what material is
pertinent to everyone and will
prove interesting at the same
time.
A columnist must face these
problems understandingly. It is
my earnest hope that everyone
will benefit from this column.
Here at the beginning of the
semester we look back in retrospect to last term's work with
either a favorable or an unfavorable taste in our mouths, so to
speak. We wish now that we had
studied that one particular subject just a little more, or that
certain professor had not given
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such a rough final, or maybe that
we had not played bridge or
pinochle as much as we did.
We are now embarking on an
entirely new schedule of courses.
It is up to us to see that the mistakes we made last semester do
not occur again this semester.
How can we remedy these mistakes of the past?
No one perhaps knows the real
cure-all, but there is, at least, a
happy medium which can be
reached with relatively little effort on our parts—and that is to
combine study and recreation,
placing more emphasis on the
former, naturally.
We are not expected to be book
worms, however. The most proficient people in industry are
those well-versed in many fields,
those who can prove themselves
adept in more than just one aspect of their vocation.
In order to attain this desirable trait, we go to college to get
an education, but perhaps the
only tangible thing we receive to
show for this mass of knowledge
is a diploma or some other form
of recognition for completing the
required curriculum. But is getting a degree all we want?
Unfortunately, that is true for
many of us. We drudgingly go
to class day after day, week after week, studying what is absolutely necessary hoping just to
'get by' on quizzes (along with
the good graces of our professors).
An education is not simply a
piece of sheepskin. We must put

out an honest effort toward enlightening ourselves to the world
around us. In a technical school
as Clemson is we tend to load
ourselves down with technical
courses, neglecting the fine arts.
A good technical background is
fine; a good liberal arts background is fine. But why can't
we have both? Shouldn't we' also take some courses which furnish us with a little knowledge of
the 'finer things of life?'
In starting off this semester,
we should all strive to broaden
our minds, to study what is
necessary for a decent grade and
knowledge of the course.
Don't be content merely to
'get by.' Most of us do not have
the money to waste to be a mediocre type of person, yet none of
us hopes to be a genius.
Francis Bacon wrote in his
essay On Studies, "Studies serve
for delight, for ornament, and for
ability. Their chief use for delight, is in privateness and retiring; for ornament, is in discourse; and for ability, is in the
judgment and disposition of business ... To spend too much time
in studies is sloth; to use them
too much for ornament is affectation; to make judgment wholly
by their rules, is the humour of
a scholar."
Through the years, it appears
that Bacon's keenness and foresight have proven infallible.
Let's try to put our best foot forward this semester and make our
school, parent and everyone concerned proud of us.

Week's Peek

Faculty Auditing And Evaluation, Honors Day
Garb And Forum Could Be Of Benefit To School
By TIM TRIVELY
%verage grade. Did you evaluate
Tiger Associate Editor
your techniques, methodology
These are three programs that and effectiveness as a prof? You
I would like to see the college should have, you know. One
adopt during the coming semes- might say, the only element our
ter: faculty auditing and evalua- faculty is missing is desire.
tion, academic garb for Honors
Some playwrights are considerDay and a forum, organized to ed exceptionally intelligent, but
discuss the they themselves haven't the abilproblems that ity to determine whether their
surround the work will be a success or a failcollege.
If
you are a ure. Only the critics and public
realistic pro- can make the decision. The
fessor or a author can only anticipate.
cone erned
Similarly, the prof can have
student, you the background to conduct his
will be in- special course and at the same
terested i n time not have an accurate picwhat follows. ture of his success. The prof can
Auditing be a complete failure every 36
will be un- weeks!
popular among both faculty and
However, if he were in the
student segments. The prof will business world, he would lose his
be offended because it will at- security and position but not betrack the lazy righteous, who fore he had been corrected by his
contemporaries. Likewise the
have placed themselves above prof can only anticipate the
error and par only to that of pro- semester's work coverage.
fessional excellence. While outThere is a sharp difference beside his profession and on the tween the prof finishing the text
student level, it will bring near all by himself and the class
elimination of cheating and a finishing the text with the prof.
near collapse of the college skin
If the professor is not interested in understanding and improvgame.
ing his professional effectiveness,
Did yqu, prof, take a good look he has degenerated into a proat the grades that you posted fessional menace detrimental to
last semester? Was C average its basis — truth, honesty, infor your classes? The college says tegrity and humility.
For those of the faculty who
that it was supposed to be the

t

Ronnie Ellis

Talk Of The Town

are not interested in the auditing
program as yet, they should at
least evaluate themselves on a
professional status. Have you
kept pace with your profession?
Have you prepared your students
to meet their next courses?
Whose responsibility is it when
50% of a class fail or drop out?
Students don't ask for righteous
planks or platforms, only that
you fulfill your professional obligation.
Honors Day will be held this
spring as another annual college
event and not too much more
either. This situation is unfortunate and should be corrected.
The faculty are required to wear
academic garb for graduation,
but why not Honors Day?
Students NEVER see the faculty in their respective garb until
graduation. It is a time for excellence recognition, so why not
have faculty excellence recognized at the same time? Students
see coats and ties every day and
to us Honors Day is special and
should be correspondingly reflected in the garb of the faculty.
Clemson students have no
forum in which to sound out
faculty and administrative advice and opinion. This could be
a powerful force in reuniting our
transition stricken school. It
should be initiated by the student government, whose interests
are those of the students.

By CHARLES SPENCER
As you read this, Religious Emphasis Week is almost
over—or maybe completely.
Possibly you have stopped at least once this week
to ask yourself: what is this thing for,
and what am I supposed to get out of it?
■ After all, you have no right to take
this kind of thing for granted. Certainly you have heard so many times that
it sounds trite, that there are very few
countries in which such a program
would be allowed in a public school.
Now that we mention it, isn't the
Bk * - «v
school treading on thin ice when it gives
religious instruction to students? Aren't
religion and government supposed to separate in our
country? Especially in state-supported institutions?
This is an interesting point. When you come right
down to it, Clemson College is not giving religious
instruction to anyone. Certainly they are not forcing
anyone to attend a single meeting or discussion.
Their point of view, is that they are making this
sort of program available to students, along with their
cultural programs, such as art exhibits and concerts, and
their social programs, athletic programs, and educational
programs, to make well-rounded young men of us.
That is a perfectly logical point of view. Notice that
it is called "Religious" emphasis week, and not "Christian" emphasis week. Although these two words may be
synonomous to some people, they are "worlds" apart in
meaning, and the choice of words here is intentional.
The program is arranged to benefit as many students as possible, within the limits of practicality. That
is, convocations are held for the two largest religious
groups on the campus: the Protestant or Evangelical
Christians and the Rdtnan Catholic Christians.
The Jewish students, much fewer in number, have
their own leader, and, unfortunately, the remaining few
students of religious faiths not covered in these groups,
or professing no religious faith at all, are forced to glean
as much as they can from the program, or to be content
with nothing.
We are explaining the structural basis of Religious
Emphasis Week—you might call it the philosophy behind the program—for one purpose only: to show that the
college is making a conscious effort to provide for one
of the important needs of the students.
It is the opinion of this writer that the college is not
only doing a good and effective job of providing a week
of religious inspiration and directed inquiry into spiritual matters, but also that in its methods and planning
it is both fair and beneficial to all concerned.
It is true that there are a very few students on the
campus, who, because of their faith, cannot conscientiously participate in the week's activities. This writer
strongly urges that the Religious Emphasis Week Committee constantly, from year to year, keep the interests
of these students in mind, as it plans its programs; only
in this way can it retain its moral right to plan such an
activity for all the students.
This obviously means, that, if the committee ever
finds that, for instance, a sufficiently large group of
Moslem students is present on the campus and it is practical and feasible to have a representative of that religion on the campus during the week, that it not hesitate
to make such arrangements, even if the members of the
committee individually would prefer not to have it that
way.
We repeat, we are urging this attitude of open-mindedness only because the members of the committee (who
are technically acting as agents of the government of
the State of South Carolina in planning a student program in a state-supported institution) are expected to
maintain that spirit of impartiality that, to this writer's
knowledge, has always been a part of their planning.
Really, what did you get out of Religious Emphasis
Week? Did you get less than you thought you were
entitled to? Or were you impressed with the programs,
or helped personally by some part of the activities or
discussions?
If so, why not comment to some of the people of the
planning committee about it; or if you want everybody
to know what you think, why not write a letter to Tom?
It helps very much in planning this annual program if
the committee is aware of the opinions of those most
concerned: the students of the college.

Words To The Wise
By ART LINDLEY
Student Chaplain
Nearly everything we do has some influence on
someone. How we act and what we say may affect some
person's lif e in either a good or a bad way. You and I,
therefore, have a big responsibility and should be very
careful how we act.
We could easily play a part in someone's life influencing them by the way we do certain things. Let us
all meet this task and influence others by good rather
than bad actions.
Many cases of delinquency occur in homes where
families are split and family ties are broken. Yes, children are influenced by their parents actions. Lives can
be easily changed because of what we say or do; we
should try to realize this.
In the sixth chapter of Galatians, seventh verse, we
find these words: "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap." Yes, what we do or say is what we are,
and what we are has some bearing on those around us.
We should try to sow good seeds, live a Christian life,
and try to help others by what we do.
Each day we are faced with more difficult tasks,
and I think this is one of the most difficult. Other
peoples' lives depend upon you and I; we should strive
to do good and influence others in the Christian way so
that we might do the will of God. Remember, you and
I influence others in some way by what we say or do.
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In Addition To Other Facilities

Clemson Y.M.C.A. Provides
New Service For Students
By TIM TRIVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
The YMCA will be providing a new service in the near future, that of gym facilities.
But if you, as I, accepted the "Y" as simply a place for "flick lab," for lounging or
for watching TV. you are missing the true service behind T SERVICE.
You as a student have the uselof the building, lobby, TV, etc.
As well the "Y" provides club
rooms, game rooms, swiniining
facilities, and a limited number
of dormitory rooms. "Y" also provides several guest rooms available to parents, friends, and other
By TIM TRIVELY
visitors.
Tiger Associate Editor
Council provide fellowship and
Simplicity and directness as a guidline, he is best
Christian growth among the different denominations and churches characterized by his grace at meals: "Thank God for
of the campus. The freshman breakfast; thank God for dinner: thank God for supper."
Council is one of the very few orHis advice to young Americans was to be earnest, be
ganizations in which first year stuwilling
to work and stick to it, speak the truth, deal with
dents are elegible for membership.
You may join a council, respective all men honestly, live soberly and simply.
of your class, at any time.
Benjamin Ryan Tillman (1847-1918). farmer, reformThe only requisite required
er, and statesman, was a native of South Carolina. "Pitchis the interest of the student.
fork Ben" provided the initative for the realization of
Those who wish membership
Mr. Clemson's dream, the formation of this college.
cards to be used for visiting
privileges at other Y. M. C. A.'s
The youngest member in a family of 11, Tillman
in the Carolinas may secure
was thoroughly indoctrinated in the principles of
these by confering with some
"survival of the fittest." Ben, like another famous
member of the "Y" Cabinet
or by calling the "Y" office.
statesman (Lincoln), was self-educated: the English
The membership cards are reclassics his favorite and special interest.
cognized by many associations
Very early he realized the great need for the Agriculthroughout this and other countural
South was education, and he instigated the estabtries. For many years now O. B.
Holtzendorff, general (Y» secre- lishment of an Agricultural and Mechanical college at
tary, has conducted £ tour for Clemson's old home, "Fort Hill." the success of this instudents that coveers a large stitution prompted him to establish a similar college for
part of the United States. Though
organized primarily for Cabinet women, Winthrop Normal and Industrial College.
These institutions bear witness to his influence in
and Council members, any students that wishes to go may join South Carolina, but it is his national fame, as a senator,
the tour.
which is so vivid. For 30 years he spear-headed the agrarLast year, the tour visited the
ian movement; championed the cause of White supremWestern part^of the United States,
going to California, with a brief acy, appealed to the hates and hopes, and was admired
trip into the Redwood section of by fellow senators because he dared to "Shake bones and
that state. Traveling the Southern
cut red tape and rip veils."
route en the way out to California,
He was a cartoonist's dream come true, and for
they returned via toe Northern
route. This year the party journey23 years his pitchfork symbol matched the sharpness
ed to the country around the Great
of his tongue. He didn't needle opponents, he pitchLakes, with occasional side trips
forked them.
into Canada.
This symbolic name had been given Ben during the
The "Y" also conducts deheight of a presidential campaign. Cleveland's policies
putations to the various colleges, schools, city and rural
proved adverse to those of Tillman and as a result Willchurches throughout this seciam Jennings Bryan was nominated for the presidency
tion of the country. Likewise.
at the convention of 1896.
the "Y" also holds deputation
Because Tillman threatened to jab a pitchfork into
programs from visiting schools.
The visiting deputations prethe side of President Grover Cleveland, he was dubbed
sent the Sunday evening Ves"Pitchfork."
pers service.
His political theory premise was: "I'm doing what I
Vespers service is a weekly program conducted on Sunday even- believe in, to the best of my ability and if you doubt or
ing beginning at 6:15 p m. —vis- mistrust me you can go to "
iting groups hold the service at
Profanity, he said, he had chosen for his greatest sin,
1:30, in order to allow them to rebelieving
it less damaging than the other sins in which
turn to their respective college before evening.
politicians generally indulged.
Summer day camps are also
What part of this was incorporated in the vast amount
open to college students. These he added to the Congressional Record in his 23 years of
trips are organized under the direction of Roy Cooper associate speaking, is not known. He is in likelihood the most
secretary, and have usually cen- censored speaker the Senate has had.
tered around Lakemont, Lake RaSometimes he just talked loud and long to "Rid
bun, Table Rock and Oconee State
some of the yellow from my blood." Mostly he said
Park with occasional trips to Fonthese long discourses were "Discursive and expandtana Lake or the Smoky Mouning seductions of extemporaneous talk."
tains.
The "Y" was organized in 1894
Tillman should be remembered as a great naturalist.
and since that time has sought
After a visit to this campus one time, he wasn't too hapto serve Clemson students and the
community. However, any state- py with the beautification. Back in Washington, he shipment relative to the accomplish- ped a carload of bulbs with instructions, "Plant them!"
ments of the "Y" would be inEach faculty member was responsible for seeing that
complete without the highest of
half
a bushel bulbs met with Ben's orders.
praise to its fine general secreBen Tillman ws a true man.
tary, Mr. Holtzendorff.

Ben Tillman's Life Was Guided
By Simplicity And Directness

college or university plays in joining the student body together as
a whole."
Bill was very enthusiastic in
stating "Tigerama is no better
than the work which the student
body puts into it. As more is learnBy RALPH HOLLAND
became a member of Alpha Phi ! Tau Epsilon, and Numeral Society, ed about the technical part and
Omega service fraterr.
a member of the Executive SerTiger Feature Writer
During his sophomore year, he geant Club, Scabbard and Blade
"I feel that national fraternities are a much needed asset to the again received academic honors military fraternity and being elecsocial life here at Clemson. They m addition to being elected Class ted Assistant Business Manager of
would fill a need which sooner or Representative, beginning work on THE TIGER as well as business
THE TIGER Staff, becoming a manager of the Pershing Rifles.
later will have to be filled.*"
Born in Spartanburg, William member of The Pershing Rifles
He also had the distinction of co"Bill" Hill graduates this June and being promoted to the rank of | directing the Junior Follies.
with a Bachelor of Science Degree ! Corporal in the Army ROTC proHis senior year, Bill was elevatin Industrial Management. Bill gram.
ed to the rank of Cadet Lieutenhas taken part in practically every
Bill's junior year was filled with ' ant Colonel and put in command
available to a student ] many diversified activities, among of the 2nd Battle Group. He was
here at Clemson.
j which were being promoted to Ba- made Office Manager of THE TIGIn addition to receiving aca- | tallion Sergeant Major in the ER from which he was promoted
demic honors his freshman year, 'Army ROTC, becoming a member to News Editor.
Bill joined the Army ROTC and | of Blue Key Fraternity, of Sigma
Bill was co-director of Tiger******** ******** ama, a delegate to the Intercollegiate Press Association convention held in Chicago, M. last November, elected to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities and is a member of the Tiger
Brotherhood.
Bill had this to say of THE TIGER. "THE TIGER this year is
the best that I have seen since
coming to Clemson, and I am
proud to be associated with it. I
feel sure that every student here
can readily realize the important
role which the newspaper at any

Bill Hill Feels That Clemson
Needs National Fraternities

Character

Get WILDR00T
CREAM-OIL Charlie!

JAYNE
NEANDERTHAL,
prominent
clubwoman, says:
"I go wild for a
Wildroot man!"

Disc-O-Pation

Giimpsi;e Into Possible World Of The Future
Provided By Huxley's Sociological Essays
By FRED HOOVER
Tiger Feature Writer
Recently read Aldous Huxley's
newest attempt at bettering the
state of the world: Brave New
World Revisited is what he calls
it. Some of you may have read
his Brave New World.
Those of you who did were confronted with a picture of a world
in the grip of a totalitarian dictatorship. You saw the people of
today projected into a system of
thought-coritroUed, systematically
manipulated automations.
But this, you say, was science fiction, and as such should
be taken with the proverbial
grain of salt. True enough.
Science fiction is not often
meant to be taken seriously.
Brave New World Revisited,
however, is not science fiction.
It is a series of thematically
connected sociological essays.
This in itself might scare
some people away.
Perhaps it would be well to remind — or inform — you that
Aldous Huxley is not an aspiring
young sensation-monger looking for
a reputation as an incoooclast. He
is weB qualified to be regarded
as one of today's foremost thinkers. Well informed, well educated, naturally brilliant ood capable of free and independent
thought upon any subject he
chooses.
What be writes can be taken as
an honest attempt to inform the
reader of a situation he regards
as intolerable and to suggest possible solutions to such a situation.
Let us see what he sees:
"The nightmare of total organization, which I had situated in the seventh century After Ford
(2600
A.
D.),

has emerged from the safe,
remote future and is now
awaiting ns, just around the
next corner.
"A society, most of whose members spend a great deal of their
time, not on the spot, not here
and now and in the calculable
future, but somewhere else, in the
irrevelant otiier worlds of sport
and soap opera, of mythology and
metaphysical phantasy, will find
it hard to resist the encroachments
of those who would manipulate
it and control it."
Those are strong words.
What in our safe, antiseptic,
well-ordered
world
would
prompt a man of Mr. Hhxley's talents to say them? Perhaps a look at a few of the
chapter heads he uses will
serve to answer that. "Overpopulation,"
"Over-organization", "Propaganda in a Democratic Society", "Propaganda
under a Dictatorship". And
more: "The Arts of Selling",
"Brainwashing".
"Chemical
Persuasion," "Hypnopaedia."
Some of these terms are without doubt unfamiliar, or at least
unfamiliar in this context. The art
of selling, for example, would not
ordinarily be construed as a
threat to freedom. But consider
this: "The survival of democracy
depends upon the ability of large
numbers of people to make realistic choices in the light of adeeuate
information."
This is a simple straightforward sentence embodying one
of the basic tenets of democratic government. But how
can the individual become accustomed to making realistic
choices if on every hand he is
confronted with commercial
advertisements which would

tell him that his sex appeal is
directly dependent upon the
brand of toothpaste he uses?
Prom where comes the adequate
information if the radio announcer gives the world news with one
breath and with the next intimates
that the use of his sponsor's laxative will provide the user with
health unbounded and beauty un(Continued on Page 4)

New Arrivals
Spring & Summer
Suits
"J" Shirts
Short Sleeve Shirts
Shoes
Select Your Outfit
Now
Use Our Convenient
Lay Away
Clearance On
Fall & Winter
Merchandise
Continued
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a few more of the rough spots are
ironed out. Tigerama should rival
any of those student productions
staged by other larger schools."
Bill's future plans include accepting a regular Army Commission and entering the Army Flight
Training Program.

Just a little bit
of Wildroot
and...WOW!

BILL HILL

IONS)
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS)
AND YOULL FIND OUTi

Do You Think for Yourself ?(■
1. If you get stuck on a crossword puzzle,
do you (A) finally refer to a dictionary,
or (B) leave the puzzle unfinished?.

2. Would you rather be (A) the designer of
the first successful space vehicle to the
moon, or (B) the first man to ride in it?

If you were faced with two tasks, one
pleasant and the other unpleasant,
would you first do (A) the unpleasant
task, or (B) the pleasant task?
If you find you aren't doing well in
an activity, do you (A) concentrate
on it to improve your performance, or
(B) devote your attention to things in
which you do excel?

~^7

Would you prefer to play tennis with
an opponent you know to be (A) not
quite so good as you, or (B) a
slightly better player?
6. In deciding whether to see a movie,
are you more influenced by (A) what
a casual friend tells you about it, or
(B) what you know of the cast and story?

Y^e* 7. If you were a multimillionaire, would
you rather have (A) everyone know it,
or (B) only a very few know it?.
8. Do you take more notice of someone's
(A) good looks, or (B) good manners?

9. When making your choice of a
filter cigarette, do you (A) act
on the basis of what someone
tells you, or (B) think it
through for yourself?

•□■□
OD

d •□
O-D

>n

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.
*// you checked (A) on three out of the first
four questions, and {B) on four out of the last
five ... you really think for yourself!
C 1959, Brown A WillUssoB Tobaeco Ocrp.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows-

Familiar
pack or
crush-,
proof
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKIN© MAN'S TASTEI
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Basketeers Hit Stretch Drive In ACC Play;
Face Maryland And Virginia In Road Games
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's cagers will open the
stretch drive in ACC play with
high hopes of placing in the first
division when they travel to Virginia to face the Cavaliers on
February 14 and then go to College Park to meet Maryland's
Terps on February 16.
The Tigers currently have a 2-7
record in ACC play; however, only
two teams in the conference are
playing better than .500 ball, and
it is likely that at least one, if not
two teams, will finish in the first
division with less than a .500 record. This has not happened since
the ACC was formed in 1953, but
from all indications it will this
year.

The Tigers defeated Virginia
at Clemson in a real thriller by a
score of 70 to 63, and the rematch should be just as close.
Virginia has a 1-7 conference
record and is holding down the
family cellar at present, but the
Cavalier's record is misleading;
West Virginia, the nations tenth
ranked team fell to the Virginia
five earlier in the year.
Leading the Cavalier scoring is
Paul Adkins, a flashy backcourt
ace with a deadly set shQt, with
an average of 15.3 points per
game. Center Herb Busch is one
of the biggest men in the conference and is averaging 10.3 points
per game. The other starters will
be John Haner at the guard op-

posite Adkins,' forwards will be
Bill Metzger and John Siewers.
The Cavaliers will be tough because they will have the home
court advantage and will also be
trying to move out of the conference cellar. The cellar team will
get the dubious honor of facing
probably North Carolina in the
opening round in the ACC tournament.
In Maryland, the Tigers will
be meeting one of the most unpredictable teams in the conference as well as the top defensive
team in league play. The Terps
have played hot and cold ball all
year, and with a few more points
at crucial times would be much
higher in league standings. The

top Terp is forward Charlie McNeil with an average of 13.8
points per game.
Teaming with McNeil at the
other forward will be Jim Hallek,
a steady performer. The starting
center will be big Al Bunge, a 6-8
giant that can rebound with the
best. The starting guards will be
Jerry Bechtle, who is averaging
11.4 points per game, and Gene
Danko, a very good floor man. The
Terps are currently in third place
in ACC play with a 4-4 record,
and if the Tigers are going to
catch them, a victory in this game
will be all important.
Coach Maravich has indicated
that he will juggle his lineup in
search of breaking his team's
cold shooting percentages of late.
Captain Doug Hoffman is a sure

Doug Hoffman Drives In For Two Points

starter at one forward and i
George Krajack is set at one
guard, and Walt Gibbons will be
the likely starter at center. Connie Berry or Don Carver will get
the nod at the other forward slot
and either Bill Warren or Ed
Krajack will open at the other
guard position. Should Krajack
get the call he will be playing in
the backcourt with his older
brother, George. If Dutch Shampie has recovered from his hip
injury it is possible that he and
Ed Krajack could start at guard
and George Krajack would team
with Hoffman at forward.
The team's leading scorer to
date is George Krajack with an
average of 11.4 points per game;
he is being closely followed by
Hoffman at 10.9 and Carver at 10.8.

Spring Practice Sessions
For Gridiron Open Monday
By RICHARD SHICK
SPRING SPORTS BEGINS PRACTICE
With the coming of the Spring semester everyone begins to think of warm weather and the beach—all except those who carry the athletic prestige of the college
onto the track field, baseball diamond, golf course or tennis court. To them it means that it is time to "get in
shape."
Those days of afternoon movies, etc. are past pleasures which have now been replaced by two or thee
hour practice sessions instead. Trying to catch up
after those away games further add to their hardships.
An Monday the Tiger diamonders' pitchers and catchers begin loosening up their arms with the rest of the squad
reporting for practice the following Monday. This will
be the same team that went to the College World Series
last June with the exception of All-Conference shortstop
Bud Spiers and left fielder Larry Wilson. They should
again this year be the conference favorites along with
UNC, last year's runnerup.
In the following weeks the Tig golf, track and tennis
teams will open their pre-season training sessions. Last
year these teams had only medicore seasons, but, with
only slight losses this year from last year's team, their
future looks brighter.
In conjunction with this spring sports warm up,
the football team opened its spring practice which will
be terminated March 28 with the annual Block "C"
intra-squad game.
Although ones attention has turned to the out-ofdoors, the hardwood season will not terminate until next
month when the Tiger Hoopsters play in the ACC Tournament in Raleigh. The swimming team will also not end
their season until next month.
This means that everyone participating in a sport at
Clemson will be practicing during the ensuing weeks.
Which only means one thing—they will find themselves
facing a problem of finding extra time. They will have
only enough time to practice and study.
But the statements still arise from portions of the
student body that they would like to be playing some
sport. It seems they believe that athletes have it
easy at Clemson and are given more breaks in the
classroom. But are they really? Have you ever heard
of a professor postponing a quiz because one of his
students would not be here because of an out-oftown game? Would they really like to be an athlete
or are they just looking for an excuse for their own
shortcomings?
Following along this same line of thought with the
beginning of the spring sports season we would like to ask
why they are not as faithfully backed as the major sports?
Surely they are as exciting and as easy to go see as to
walk to the field house or football stadium. Remember
that a team is only as great as the student body that stand
behind it.
Keep this thought in mind when the spring sports
open their season at the middle of next month.
TENNIS COURTS UNFINISHED
During the past few years an attempt has been made
for the improvement of the varsity tennis team, the biggest step coming last year with the acquisition of a top
ranking player as coach. Other improvements were
planned, among them a sprinkler system and resurfacing
of the varsity courts behind the field house. Work was
begun last summer in order that the courts might be
ready for play this year. So far the work has progressed
very slowly despite repeated efforts to "get somebody on
the ball." The sprinkler system was finally put in late in
the fall and the resurfacing of the courts was begun after Christmas. Although the courts may be ready in
time for the netters first home engagement, the team
members will have missed the valuable practice essential to the performance of a good squad.

[Clemson Swimmers Find Holiday Going
Rough As They Lose Two Tank Meets
The holidays went unsuccessful
I for the Tiger tankmen as they were
I unable to tally a victory in two atI tempts. Vanderbilt outmanned the
I Tigs too take an easy 52-34 victory,
I but Sewanee found the going
I rough as they were able to eek out
la 46-40 win by taking the last
I event.
Clemson held the lead over SeIwanee until the last event when
I the College of the South overcame
I the 40-39 deficit. It was during this
I meet that Clemson won its first
I medley relay of the year. The
Imedley consists of the back, breast,
[butterfly and crawl strokes.

Making a fine showing was
Bob Petty in the diving division,
Monty Foster as he won the 200
butterfly, Colvin O'Donnell (in
his best form to date) with a win
of the Backstroke, Will Nichols
as he won the breaststroke and
Alan Elmore in the 440 freestyle.
Clemson meets Virginia today
and tomorrow will be hosted by
Maryland. The next home meet
will go on tap when the Tigs take
on Emory. Despite the outcome
of the meets fine swimming and
action are promised to be seen at
any of the Tankmen's encounters.
Students are welcome to any ©^
the meets.

By BOB BURNS
Tiger Asst. Sports Editor
How will the 1959 Bengal Brigade shape up as compared with last year's Atlantic Coast Conference champions and strong Sugar Bowl contenders? What are the
chances of defending their title and possibly repeating
in a bowl? What will be the result of losses of key players
at key positions? These are only a few of the questions
raised by curious Clemson gridiron followers about the
Tiger pigskin preview for '59.
Of course, these questions cannot be fully answered until the
lie Home, and fullback Rudy
coming season pits the Tigs in
Hayes. Gone from the alternate
actual combat, but a helpful
squad are tackle Jim McCanless,
picture may be observed as the
guard Joe Pilot, and end Wyatt
Bengals go through drills MonCox. From the third group are
day kicking off a five week period of spring practice which will
end Ray Bowick, guard Bob
Gobble and fullback Mike Dukes.
be climaxed with the annual
Block "C" game.
Only two new players that the
The spring drills will see some public is not familiar with are in80 or 90 Players display their gird- cluded in the lineun. They are ceniron talents as they seek a berth ter Jim Singleton from Pickens
on the first two teams. Out of and guard Ronald Grace from Mcthis group, Howard will have 21 Keesport. Both are returning from
lettermen returning along with out- the service and should play an
standing freshmen and bohunks. important part on the Bengal eleThe latter will be called upon to ven.
Coach Howard pointed out sevfill the holes in the Tiger line and
backfield vacated as the squad lost eral changes included in the 1959
the services of 12 of last season's squad. George Usry and Rabbit
Chatlin were both switched from
first 33 members.
Missing from the first unit are right to left halfback positions.
Frank Zoretich took over guard
end Ray Masneri, tackle Jim duties after being changed from
Padgett, guard Jim Payne, cen- center. Jim Wilson, a flashy freshter BUI Thomas, halfback Char- man halfback will take a crack at
the fullback position. Sonny Quesenberry and Jack Webb, injured
early during the last season,
should be ready by September.
As for the whole team shape up
Clemson
suffered its
fifth Howard claims, "This is the best
straight set back as North Caro- all round group of boys that I've
lina State took charge at the out- had since coming to Clemson.
set and led by 15 points with four As for their grades, some forty
minutes left of the opening half. boys pulled better than a 2.0
Clemson cut the margin to 34-26 grade point ratio."
at the intermission by scoring
As for the type of offense Howeight consecutive points in the last ard hopes to use next season, he
three minutes of the half.
claimed, "We hope to throw the
State quickly shot a 16 point ball some more and possibly have
lead early in the last half and a little more wide open ball. Howthere after there was only scant ever as long as we have a winning
excitement for the crowd of 8,821.
State had a 68-32 rebounding ad- Edgefield Star Signs
vantage as George Stepanovich, a
6-4 bearcat under the backboards, Grant-ln-Aid With Tigs
John "Buzz" Byrd, Jr., Edgecollared 21 and 6-8 center John
Richter grabbed 16. Richter's 22 field halfback, has signed a footpoints and 13 by Dan Englehart ball grant-in-aid with Clemson Colwere States' best scoring efforts. lege, athletic director Frank HowLou Fucillo, States fancy little ard announced today.
backcourt ace, was held to 11
The 5-10, 180-pound back earned
points on the fine defense of 11 letters at Edgefield High playGeorge Krajack. Bill Warren had ing football, baseball, basketball
17 points and Krajack 16 to sup- and track.
ply most of the Clemson punch.
The son of Dr. J. F. Byrd, he
was voted the best back on his
team for two straight seasons and
also earned the sportsmanship
award. Byrd was also the Augusta
Herald's player-of-the-week
twice and was recipient of the Upp e r State player-of-the-week
award once from the Greenville
News.

State Hands Tigs
5th Loss In Row

Tarheels Stun
Tigers In Easy
ACC Victory

North Carolina stunned Clemson
with three straight steals for layups and then relied on Doug Moe
and its defense for a 60-46 ACC
victory.
Two steals by York Larese
and one by Moe boosted the Tar
Heels into a six point lead, 11-5,
after six minutes, and they kept
this lead for the remainder of
the game.
Moe, taking advantage of
Clemson's man-to-man defense,
hit for his seasons high of 22
points, mostly on lay-ups.
The Tar Heels hit an amazing 50
percent from the floor in the first
half, capitalizing on Clemson's
leaky man-to-man defense.
The slow second half left UNC
with a 36.2 percentage from the
floor. Clemson could do no better,
hitting a low 29 percent.
Krajack and Bill Warren were
the leading scorers for the Tigers with 13 points each. Doug
Hoffman hit for 10.

LEES
Amoco
Service
Station

combination we plan to continue
to use it."
Four practice sessions will be
held a week beginning Feb. 16
and ending with the Block "C"
game on March 21. Tickets for
the intersquad tussle will be put
on sale by Block "C" members
at a later date and the proceeds
will go to the Block "C" club.

DISC-O-PATION
(Continued from Page 3)
defiled?
Here is Mr. Huxley's analysis of Madison Avenue's motives and methods: "Find some
common desire, some widespread unconscious fear or anxiety; think out some way to
relate this wish or fear to the
product you have to sell;
then build a bridge of verbal
or pictorial symbols over which
your customer can pass from
fact to compensatory dream,
and from the dream to the illusion that your product, when
purchased, will make that
dream come true." Is this a
true analysis? So It would
seem.
Rahter than attempt to analysis
the entire book — space does not
allow — it is more to the point to
simply recommend it. Herein are
facts, figures, opinions, suggested
cures, and perhaps most important of all, there is the acceptance
of the fact that there is an essential wroagness in the situation as
it now exists.
Brave New World Revisited.
Copywright 1958 by Aidous Huxley. Printed by Harper & Brothers,
New York.

Tiger forward Doug Hoffman took advantage with Walt Gibbons. Pinson scored 15 points for
Tig guard Bill Warren (34) covers
of a misstep by Paladin forward Byron Pinson Furman.
the other side of the basket in case of a miscue
(41) and drove past him for a lay-in and two by Doug. (Tiger sports photo by Jerry Stafpoints. Doug scored a Clemson high of 13 along ford).
*****
• • • * *
* i
sion.
the double figures. Wilson, PinEarly in the second half Clem- son, and Carlisle, each with
son made an attempt to catch up, 15, and Wright with 14, shared
but Byron Pinson, Pete Carlisle the offensive spree.
and Dag Wilson tallied as the Pa- Furman hit 38 percent of its field
ladins stayed in front 57-44 with goal attempts while the Tiger hit
five minutes left. Captain Dick a defeating 22 percent of their
shots.
Furman Southern Conference Pa- Wright and Dag Wilson hit for six
points
to
extend
Furman's
victory
Doug Hoffman and Walt Gibbons
ladins, building up a 13 point marconnected for 13 each to pace the
gin in the first half, came
out margin to 69-48.
The Paladins placed four in Bengals.
after intermission to glid to a 69-48
victory over the Clemson five, before a capacity crowd of 4,000.
The lead changed hands six
FOR THE BEST
times before Furman lost the ball
on a series of bad passes and
+ CHARCOAL STEAKS
baskets by Doug Hoffman and
* CLEMSON SPECIAL STEAKS
Walt Gibbons placed the Tigers
in the lead 14-11, midway in the
* SEAFOOD
first half.
* COUNTRY HAM
Furman took the lead and
crept to a 27-18 margin with
four minutes remaining in the
first half. Bad ball handling
by the Tigers gave Furman
805 S. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
a 35-22 lead as the two teams
left the floor for intermis-

Paladins Build Up
Strong First Half
Lead To Down Tigs

Job facts from Du Pont

YOUR INTERESTS, SPECIAL ABILITIES
ARE IMPORTANT WHEN DU PONT
MAKES YOUR FIRST JOB ASSIGNMENT
BENEFIT PROGRAM
MEANS ADDED INCOME
by A. F. Hartford, Jr.
Du Pont personnel representative

New Spring
COTTON TROUSERS

$3.98

Judge Keller's
GetWILDROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlie!

J. PAUL SHEEDY,* hair fpecialist,
says: "Gives your hair a neat, healthy
ape-earance!"
'of la &,. Jforri* BU JW.. WMi.m,**,. H.T.

Just a littk bit
o-f Wildroot
*nd.„WOWi

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

Don't forget the "extras" of an employee benefit program when you compare the job offers and salaries of
different companies. At DuPont, these
extras mean added income that doesn't
always meet the eye. They include
life insurance, group hospitalization
and surgical coverage, accident and
health insurance, pension plan and
paid vacation.
In addition, the Company sponsors
a thrift plan. After two years of service, for every dollar you invest in
U. S. Savings Bonds the Company sets
aside 25 cents for the purchase of
common stock in your name. Roughly,
60,000 of our employees are now participating in this plan.
If you have specific questions on
DuPont benefits, just send them to
me. I'll be happy to try to answer
them. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), Room 12421 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

PERSONALIZED TRAINING
RELATES TO POLICY OF
PROMOTION FROM WITHIN
Where do your interests lie? What
courses have you taken? What are
your special abilities? DuPont tries
to match these factors with available
openings to determine your first assignment within the Company.
Once the assignment is made, the
Company helps you apply your knowledge to a problem right away. You
learn by doing and by consulting with
your supervisor and others working
on various phases of the same project.
Your performance on the job is
evaluated periodically to assist you in
knowing where you stand in the eyes
of your management. And, as you
might guess, DuPont's personalized
training is closely related to its promotion policy. Practically all promotional opportunities are filled by advancement from within the Company.
It is especially important for the
college student to know that management authority at DuPont is decentralized through many departments into
small groups—small enough so that
the new man's capabilities can be
recognized. This type of organization, plus the Company's steady
growth, produces many opportunities.
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET
Booklets' about the kinds of technical
jobs at DuPont are yours for the asking. Subjects include: mechanical, civil,
metallurgical, chemical, electrical, instrumentation and industrial engineering; technical sales, business administration, research and development. For
a copy of one of these booklets write to
DuPont, 12421 Nemours Building,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MOVIE AVAILABLE
FOR A.S.M.E. MEETINGS
Just what does a mechanical engineer
do at Du Pont? Whether your chosen
field is research, development, design,
production supervision or plant engineering, you'll find many of the
answers to this question in the informative film, Mechanical Engineering
at DuPont.
From start to finish, this film has
been prepared with the young engineer in mind. Its express purpose is
to show him where he fits into the picture—what kind of assignments he
will be called upon to handle in the
chemical industry.
This is a realistic on-the-job film,
without frills and falderal. No professional actors appear in it. All photography was done right in DuPont
plants and laboratories, and everyone you will see in it is a working
DuPont engineer.
If you would like to learn in considerable detail what mechanical engineers do in the chemical industry,
arrange to see this DuPont film.
Mechanical Engineering at DuPont
is available at no cost for A.S.M.E.
chapter meetings, fraternity house
and dormitory showings. Write to
Room 12421 Nemours Building, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),
Wilmington 98, Delaware.
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Don Carver

Carver Chooses Clemson After
Hearing About Clemson Coach
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Sports Writer
Coach Press Maravich is glad he graduated at Davidson-Elkins College in Elkins .West Virginia, for he not
only received his degree, but also landed one of his present members of the Clemson Tiger basketball team as a
result.
When Don Carver graduated
from Elkins High School in 1956
he had never heard of Clemson
College, but Coach Maravich
contacted Don and offered him
a basketball scholarship. Don
decided to accept the scholarship after many people from
Davidson-Elkins highly recommended Coach Maravich. Don
said, "Coach Maravich had
coached at Davidson-Elkins and
the people there all had high regards for his ability and his
treatment of players."
Don had a highly successful year
during his freshman year, and at
the start of his sophomore season
the 6-4 forward was in the thick
of the fight for a starting position
on the Bengal team. Carver did
not make the first five his soph
year, but he was used as a spot
starter and he did a very commendable job; he scored an aver-

game, Don's accurate shooting
kept the Bengals in front of the
Wolf pack for most of the night;
he wound up the night with
twenty points, a high score
against the nation's sixth ranked team.

Carver said of the Tigers chances
age of six points per game and
pulled down many valuable re- in the ACC tournament, "If we
can just win two of our remaining
bounds.
conference games I believe we will
At the start of this, Don's be dangerous in the tournament.
junior year, it was evident that With two wins we would probably
the big boy was going to win a face Maryland in the first round
starting position. Don's accurate and we can beat them; we did at
shooting sparked the Tigers in Clemson."
early season games as he hit the
Track coach Banks McFadden
nets for a 49 per cent average,
and basketball coach Press Margood enough to place him third
avich are both happy that Don
best field goal shooter in the
Carver has another year at Clemleague.
son. Don is looking forward to
Don had shooting difficulties in next year, and if he improves as
Charlotte during the North Caro- much between his junior and
lina and North Carolina State senior year as he did last year
games and his percentage has he will definitely be in contendropped to 40 per cent now, but tion for many all-star honors.
this is considered high. Don is
Don is not only a basketball
averaging 10.9 points per game at
present, he is one of three Tigers player, he is a mainstay on the
track team. Carver participated
shooting in the double figures.
The N. C. State game at Clem- in three events for the Tiger cinson which the Tigers lost by a dermen last year, the pole vault,
close score of 56 to 54 was Don's the high jump, and the discus.
best game of his career. In this
We are all glad that Coach MarForward Don Carver has been
avich graduated and coached at Clemson leading scorer for the
Davidson-Elkins because Clemson entire 1958-59 season and his
would be minus one of the stead- 6-4 frame has added much
iest atheletes on campus if he lack rebounding ability to the
team.
hadn't.
number one ranked textile girl's
team in the South, it is still an
honor to promote Clemson as a coeducational institution.
According to one of the memThe Clemson racqueteers look forward to the 1959
bers, Lu Christenbury, the main
objective of the team is to get season under a new coach, Leslie Longshore, as they face
the co-eds more interested in the strongest schedule ever encountered
Clemson activities. Another obmake the Tigers a real threat if
Coach Longshore has called a
jective of the team is to promeeting for next Monday, Feb.
he becomes eligible.
vide entertainment and physical
16, to discuss plans for the comCoach Longshore has lined up
exercise for the girls. Miss Chrising season. All those wanting to
a schedule tentatively calling for
tenbury says, "Win or lose, we
come out for the freshman or
enjoy playing together."
varsity team are requested to 15 to 20 matches. Among the most
At the present time the current meet with him in the small gym- formidable foes are Presbyterian,
problem facing the team is the nasium at 4:30 p.m. on Monday. North Carolina, and Harvard,
perenially three of the best teams
need for a gymnasium in which to
The Tiger netmen will rely on
practice and play future games. four letter-winners returning from in the country. Presbyterian ofAlthough the Tigerettes were just last year's not too successful team fers the first opposition on March
recently organized by the girls un- which won only three matches, plus 20 in Clinton.
der the direction of their faculty the addition of one outstanding
advisor Bill Edel, the team has sophomore.
Sonny Sumner of
CONSTRUCTION
been contacted by several Clem- Greenville, last year's number one
(Continued from Page 1)
son area textile teams and Ander- man who had a 7-3 record and ad- State Legislature. The Budget
son College.
vanced to the quarter-finals of the Control Board must approve the
The next game for the team is ACC tournament, will again bid plans for the new building and
then appropriate money for its
this coming Monday against the for the top spot.
Piberglas team in Anderson folOther returnees are Lenaire completion.
lowed by a Tuesday night game Bryant, Bill Cooper, and Bobby
Mr. Glenn stated that he hoped
with Anderson College. The latter Lynn. Sophomore Bobby Burns that prosperous business firms
will be a doubleheader with a of Columbia, former star in jun- would donate enough funds for the
Clemson male team playing the ior play, and newcomer John Planning Committee to meet the
Anderson College boys. The first Nutt are others counted on to need of more physical facilities for
game will start at 7 and the ad- bolster the line-up. Mohammed a growing Clemson. These funds
mission will be 25c with a student Nacim, Pakistanian who lost on- would supplement funds from the
ID card.
ly one match last season, could Budget Control Board.

First Co-Ed Athletic Team
In Tig History Organized
By RICHARD SHICK
I
Tiger Sport Editor
For the first time in the history
of Clemson the athletic circles of
the college are not exclusively confined to Clemson Men as this year
Theta Tau Kappa, Clemson's co-ed
club, has organized a girl's basketball team.
Although the Tigerettes lost
their first two games, one to the

Intramural Play
Resumes After
Mid-Term Breaks
Clemson's intramural program
got back into full swing this week
after a lapse brought upon by
exams, holidays, and registration.
There are presently some fivehundred boys representing fortyeight teams in the eight leagues.
Due to registration and other
problems which would conflict
with play last Friday the games
scheduled at that time were postponed to a later date. These
games will be played tonight according to schedule.
Going into the present week, all
of the league leaders were undefeated in competition. Leading the
team scoring slate was Lawson of
Chester County with a total of 51
points after three games of play.
Holding the highest average was
Henry Asbill of the Bandits with
20 points for each of two games.
League leaders along with their
top scorer as as follows: League 1.
C-7 (2-0), Alewine-22; League 2.
Kings (3-0), Mathis-40; League 3.
Chester Co. (3-0), Lawson-51;
League 4. Black Knights (2-0),
Heilig-28; League 5. Ramblers (2C), Rudisail; League 6. E-D-4
(2-0) Cline-35; League 7. Bandits
(2-0), Asbill-40; League 8. Impalas
(1-0), Barnes-20.
The success of the intramural
basketball program is hoped to be
a forerunner of the participation
in other intramural activities.
Other events are scheduled to begin next week.
Students interested., in intramural handball, table tennis and
pocket billiards should sign the
appropriate sheet in Coach Wilhelm's office before noon Saturday. All graduate students, employees, and faculty members of
the college are eligible. Competition in these events will begin Monday.

CLEMSON THEATRE
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 2011

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
February 13 & 14
VAN JOHNSON
— In —

"THE LAST
BLITZKRIEG"

Bengal Racqueteers Prepare
To Face Strongest Schedule
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Spring TrainingOpensMonday
For Tig Battery Candidates
By TOM GLENN
Tiger Sports Writer
.
The first of the spring sports at Clemson will officially begin practice next Monday the 16th at one o'clock according to baseball coach Bill Wilhelm. Prospective pitchers and catchers are asked to report on that day to pick
up their equipment. Candidates for other positions will
report the following Monday.
Coach Wilhelm welcomes any
eligible student to the tryouts capable of and unless they 'let
and he further emphasized the down' they will start again this
fact that all a candidate is re- year," Coach Wilhelm said.
quired to furnish is his glove.
The pitching department will
Practice and tryouts will be held
again be anchored this year by
on the field directly in front of
All-Conference
pitcher
Hal
the field house until work on the
Stowe, who won fourteen games
baseball field, which is presently
play. Tyrone Cline, who was
being resurfaced, is completed.
ontstanding on the freshman
Coach Wilhelm is quite confident about his defending Atlantic
Coast Conference champions since
eight lettermen are returning.
Left-field and shortstops are the
only positions that will give Wilhelm any worry. "I know what
Head athletic director Frank
each of the returning starters Is
Howard and his varsity staff of
end coach Bob Jones, defensive
backfield coach Banks McFadden,
line coach Bob Smith and offensive
backfield coach Charlie Waller will
stage their fourth annual coaching
clinic on March 5-6-7.
High school coaches from North
The Block "C's" of Clemson
and Carolina clashed in a charity Carolina, Georgia and South Carobasketball
game
staged at lina, some 100 strong, will attend
the three day clinic.
Columbia last night, although
The first day of the clinic inthe results were too late for the
cludes: signal system, line spacedition of this issue.
ing, series of plays and field
Proceeds of the game are
equipment by Howard; line play
scheduled to go to any charity
and drills by Smith: end play
that the hometeam decides upand drills by Jones; and ball
on. The past game will be dehandling and backfield drills by
cided by Carolina. A game will
Waller.
be played in Clemson at a later
The second day includes extra
date.
points, protection, kickoffs, receivSome of those seeing action on ing and
covering by
Smith
the hardwood instead of the straightback pass, draws
and
gridiron were Lou Cordileon, screens by Waller; pass defense
Harvey White, George Usry, by McFadden; plays and play
Doug Cline, Jim Payne and Bill passes by Waller; and quarterMathis. Former varsity players backing by Waller.
included Dick Yeary, Vince
On the final day is practice orYockel, and Fred DeBerry. Ac- ganization by Howard; team detive members of school basket- fense by Jones; punting, protecball teams are ineligible for the tion, covering and returns by
meet.
McFadden; and a question and
"We think that this is one of answer period.
the best causes that the Block
From 4 to 6 p.m. Thursday
"C" has sponsored in the past
and Friday the coaches attendfew years." said Yeary. "With
ing will observe Clemson's 1959
the money that we receive when
team in action on the field and
we play Carolina here this month
from 2 to 5 p.m. Saturday there
we are planning to contribute to
will be a practice game. Pican orphanage. We are expecting
tures of Clemson games are
and will need the backing of the
scheduled to be shown from 7
student body to make this proto 9 p.m. Thursday and Friday,
ject a success."
for the Tigers in regular season

Football Coaches
To Conduct Clinic

Charity Game
Sponsored By
Block 'C Club

team last year will add valuable
and capable depth. Others include David Sprouse, Charles
Pasqwalini.
"Butch" Coker will again handle
the backstop duties along with underated handyman of last year
Clayton Lowder, transfer Bob
Dempsey and Sammy Poe up from
the freshman team.
In the infield, Fred DeBerry will
return to first base, Cecil Burnette second, and Larry Bagwell
to third. Infield support will be
furnished by Bobby Norris, Tim
Bryant, and Dan Harvey.
Outfielders Bailey Hendly and
Doug Hoffman will 'ramble' in
right and center field respectively
again this year. Other candidates
are George Usry and Dick Suggs.
All freshman candidates for
pitcher and catcher will report
on March 2 and other candidates
on March 9. As usual freshman
candidates will furnish their own
equipment—shoes, gloves, and
practice uniforms.
Coach Wilhelm is looking forward to several outstanding freshmen reporting to practice. Probably the most outstanding is Kipper James of Greenwood, who was
named the Most Valuable Player
in the National Legion Tournament at Colorado Springs, last
spring. Also included is Choppy
Paterson, who is considered by
Wilhelm as one of the best second

basemen in the two Carolinas.
Other hopefuls are pitchers Tommy Greeson, Mike Cooley, Archie
Sellers, Gary Barnes, and Truman Burton; shortstop Toby Bradshaw; first baseman Lewis Cooper; catchers Lanny Ryan, Jim
Rhodes, and Jack Veronee; and
outfielders Roger Boyd and Harry
Pavalak.

Practice Begins
For Golf Team
Clemson's golf team opened
practice sessions this month as
they began to ready their forces
for the present seasons tough
schedule. The team has begun to
shape up well with several students
pitting their talents for a berth
on the squad.
Both freshmen and varsity players are included in the try-outs
as there will be a team for each
group. Other students wishing to
try out for the team should contact Coach R. W. Moorman as
soon as possible.
Only two lettermen are returning from last years squad, William Uhler and Mac Long, and will
definitely be counted upon for the
hopes of a successful season. However, these two will not be alone
(Continued on Page 6)

VALENTINE GIFTS
for
EVERYONE
Jewelry Makes The Heart Grow Fonder
Bracelets — Necklaces — Anklets
College Seal Jewelry
Shavers — Jewelry Boxes — Fountain Pens

Clemson Jewelers
"The Country Gentleman's Jeweler"

"Anyone who likes people—and

i selling-would

When Robert C. Schropp was a senior
at the University of Omaha, he had
definite ideas about his future.
"I wanted a job dealing with people
—in sales or the personnel field," says
Bob. "When the Bell interviewer explained how much emphasis the telephone companies put on sales and
customer contacts, I knew immediately
that was for me."
Bob graduated with an A.B. degree
in Business in 1954, and went immediately with Northwestern Bell Telephone
Company, in Omaha. Today, he is a
sales supervisor with seven men reporting to him. His group is responsible
for recommending and selling communications facilities like PBX switchboards, "hands free" speakerphones

like my job'

and "push button" telephone systems
for all kinds of businesses.
"This is selling at its best," says Bob.
"Customers respect the telephone company and the advice and service we can
offer them. So they welcome our visits.
And I'm getting valuable experience in
business operations and in supervision
that should help me-move ahead.
"Anyone who likes people—and selling—would like my job."
*
*
*
Why not find out about career opportunities for you in the Bell Telephone
Companies? Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus.
And, meanwhile, read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.

Get satisfying flavor...So friendly to your taste!

SPECIAL LATE SHOW
10:30 P. M.—February 13

NO FLAT
"FILTERED-OUT"
FLAVOR!

"THE SILENT
ENEMY"

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine
tobacco travels and gentles the smokemakes it mild—but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

v..

•••••••••• V*.

NO DRY
"SMOKED-OUT"
TASTE!

SUNDAY & MONDAY
February 15 & 16

"THE 7TH
VOYAGE OF
SINBAD"
In Color

Bob Schropp holds frequent training sessions (left) to polish sales techniques. At right, he points out
some advantages of a key telephone to a customer while on a field coaching visit with one of his salesmen.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

*••

•

Outstanding...
and they are Mild!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

1

You get Pall Mall's
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.

Pall Mall's famous
O length travels and
,<_■» gentles the smoke
naturally...

^ Travels it over,
*S under, around and
£_y through Pall Mall's
fine tobaccos!
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Symposiums Offered By College
For Year's Educational Center
Symposiums on "Problems Facing South Carolina Today" will be
offered by the Clemson College
Continuing Education Center this
year as a daytime appendix to its
regular 34-course adult program at
night.
Chairman L. T. Booker, of the
Center, announces a series of six
symposiums, or conferences at
which a particular subject is discussed, comprising six or more
topics for discussion by more than
50 authorities in the respective
fields.
Topics and dates of the symposiums will be Feb. 17—Juvenile Delinquency in South Carolina; Feb.
24r—State and County Fiscal Relations; Mar. 3—Municipal Government in South Carolina; Mar. 10
^Higher Education in South Carolina; Mar. 17—Problems in Industrial Development of South Carolina; Mar. 24—Public School Education in South Carolina.
The daytime symposiums will
be held, Chairman Booker announces, in the Clemson House (Clemson Room) from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A $1 registration fee will be
charged for each symposium. Adult
students enrolled in the regular
program of the Center may register for 50 cents.
The opening symposium on
Juvenile delinquency will include
the nature and extent, social and
personal aspects of the problem in
the scate, and education and rehabilitation of delinquents.
Speakers will be V. A. Boyd, associate professor of agricultural
economics at Clemson, serving as
chairman; Mrs. Deborah M. Southerlin, chief, child welfare division, State Department of Public
Welfare; Ralph Barbare, director,
Winthrop Training School, Rock
Hill.
Also, William Aramony, executive director, United Fund, Columbia; Dr. Carl A. Bramlette, coordinator of mental health, South
Carolina Commission Mental
Health; J. P. Strom,, chief, South
Carolina Law Enforcement Division, and Frank Powell, juvenile officer, Richland County.
The symposium on state and
county fiscal relations, Feb. 24,
will present Dr. G. H. Aull, head
of Clemson's agricultural economics department, as chairman;
E. C. Rhodes, comptroller general,
State Capital; Sen. Earle Morris,
Pickens County.
Also, Ray Williams, Greenville
attorney; and Robert Lee Scarborough, Sunny Acres, Eastover,
past president, South Carolina Association of School Boards.
Statewide equalization property

tax, financing of public education,
and the state's future tax structure
will be highlighted subjects of this
symposium.
City Manager Gerald Shaw of
Greenville will lead the Mar. 3
symposium on municipal government, which will feature city park,
planning and zoning, traffic and
annexation problems and the city
manager plan.
Other participants will be Neville Holcombe, Spartanburg mayor; William B. Moore, director,
Parks and Recreation Department,
Columbia; Dr. Robert H. Stoudemire, bureau of public administration, University of South Carolina;
E. C. Gunter, Jr., director of planning and zoning, Greenville.
Also, Harlan McClure, dean of
architecture, Clemson; Philip A.
Steadfast, director of city planning, Columbia; Irving NcNaye,
city manager, Columbia; and J.
N. Caldwell, Jr., executive director, South Carolina Municipal association, Columbia.
The Mar. 10 symposium of higher education will have representatives, including two presidents,
from four South Carolina Colleges.
G. E. Metz, assistant to the
president, and K. N. Vickery,
registrar, will appear from Clemson, with Mr. Metz as chairman.
Others will be Columbia College,
Dr. Wright Spears, president;
Wofford, Dr. Charles F. Marsh,
president Furman; Dr. George A.
Christenberry, administrative director; and Converse, Dr. Rosamond Boyd.
Completing the program will be
Sen. Marshall Parker, Oconee
County. Rev. M. H. Osborn, pastor, First Baptist Church, McColl;
and H. A. Marshall, superintendent of schools, Orangeburg.
Industrial development — state
and county boards, chartering of
growth, labor resources, water and
land conservation program—will
be discussed Mar. 17. Chairman
will be R. M. Cooper, director,
State Development Board.
Appearing on this program will
be R. Frank Brownlee, Lawrence
and Brownlee Insurance Agency,
Anderson; Ernie Wright, manager,
Orangeburg Chamber of Commerce; Richard B. Grimball, vicepresident, Citizens and Southern
National Bank, Columbia.
Also, Dr. Robert W. Patterson,
director, business and economic
research, University of South Carolina; Robert A. Matrakos, executive director, Chester County
Board of Commerce, and Dr. T. S.
Buie, state conservationist, U. S.
D. A., Soil Conservation Service.
The concluding session, Mar. 24,

Thorough High School
Preparation is Urged
With increasing emphasis on
academic standards at Clemson
College, the administration is urging prospective students to include
thorough high school preparation
in mathematics and science.
Dr. F. M. Kinard, dean of the
college, suggests a secondary
school program, if possible,
which includes four units of English, two in algebra, one eaeh in
chemistry, geometry and physics,
and one-half unit in trigonometry.
For students planning to enroll
in agriculture and pre-medicine,
he advises strongly that biology
be included in their science work.
Dean Kinard's recommendations are the result of exacting
study of course demands at Clemson, and are designed to accelerate
Improvement in the calibre of

students enrolling at Clemson.
Moving to aid superior students
who enter Clemson, the administration announces expansion of its
advanced placement program. Effective in Sept. 1959, advanced
placement in history will be available to freshmen for the first time.
Previously, advanced placement
and credit in freshmen courses
was offered in English, mathematics, chemistry and drawing.
In another action directed toward upgrading academic performance, freshmen will not be
permitted to operate or park
motor vehicles on campus, except on special occasions.
Clemson is also increasing requirements for remaining in college, and for graduation, a longrange program already .projected
through 1952.

CELANESE INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS
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Coeds Join Tiger News, Copy Staffs

Semester Is Announced

will study public school education,
from obtaining community action
for schools to organizing the school
educationally.
Chairman J. Carlise Holler, director of instruction, State Department of Education, will moderate
the four guest panels. The panels
will include distinguished citizens
of the state according to Mr. Booker.
Community action—Dr. L. Currie McArthur, district superintendent of schools, Beaufort; Dr.
L. P. Hollis, Greenville, and Dr.
Cecil Tucker, University of South
Carolina.
Youth problems—J. B. Hodges,
coordinator of instruction, Greenville City Schools, Gordon Garrett,
superintendent of schools, Charleston; Dr. Mark Hawthorne, district
superintendent of schools, Anderson; and Judge J. Wilbur Hicks,
Greenville County Juvenile and
Domestic Courts.
Minimum foundation program—
P. C. Smith, assistant director,
State Educational Finance Commission; P. H. Bomar, finance officer, State Department of Education, and Dr. Ellison Smith, administrative
superintendent of
schools, Abbeville.
Organizing the school educationally—S. David Stoney, high
school supervisor, State Department of Education; William E.
Gore, state supervisor agricultural
education, State Department of
Education; G. E. McGrew, state
supervisor, trade and industrial
education, State Department of
Education and J. K. East, director of instruction, Conway.

Coeds are the newest thing around Tiger office
these days, and a welcome addition they are.
These four are the first full-time coeds to join
the previously all-male staff. They are (left

to right) Judy DeLoach and Becky Epting, both
on news staff; Barbara Able, copy staff; and
Nancy Edwards, news staff. (Tiger photo by
Jerry Stafford.)

RE Week Convocations Opened
Tuesday With Talk By Dr. Bright

Approximately 1,500 people attended the opening of Religious
Emphasis Week to hear Dr. John
Bright Jr., of Union Theological
Seminary, deliver a talk on "The
Christian Gospel, Its Affirmation
and Summons" in the College
Chapel Tuesday morning.
The Erskine College Choir Presented the special music Tuesday
and Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McGarity
played a piano duo Wednesday before the speaker gave his talk on
(Continued from Page 5)
"Christian Peace.".. Dr. Bright
as several other good players will spoke on "Christian Responsibilbe included in the lineup.
ity" Yesterday and will .speak on
The seasons schedule promises "Christian Hope" today.
to be a stiff test as the clubbers
Forums were lead by 18 religious
will take on all of the ACC teams
along with Wofford and the Uni- Furman. Both conference and
versity of Georgia. A match is> state tournaments are expected to
also trying to be arranged with be included in the schedule.

GOLF TEAM

leaders each night during the week.
Eight religious faiths were represented at these forums.
Two Clemson College alumni
were among five of the forum
leaders representing the YMCA.
They were Brig. Gen. William
Mack Thames, Class of '32,
Washington, D. C. and Dr. Wallace Friday also of the Class of
'32, from Washington St. Methodist Church in Columbia.
Other forum leaders were Dr.
Robert H. Spiro Jr., Asheville, N.
C; Dr. Willis D. Weatherford,
Ky.; Carlton Parker, Atlanta.
Each denomination had its own
discussion leaders. These were:
Baptist, Dr. J. Dan Williams from
Greenville, S. C; the Rev. Jack
L. Nanney from Taylors; the Rev.

In The Collegiate Fashion

Lloyd Ellis Batson from Pickens.
Episcopal, the Rev. Marshall Orr
James from Greer and the Rev.
Philip G. Procher, Jr., from Fort
Motte.
Methodist, the Rev. David A.
Clyburn Jr., from Timmonsville; Rev. Harry M. Goewey
from Greenville and the Rev.
Paul A. Betsill from Fountain
Inn.
The Armenian Orthodox Church
was represented by the Rev. Fr.
Levon Arakelian from Bagdad,
Iraq.
Presbyterian, The Rev. Lynn T.
Jones from Columbia; Dr. C. Newman Faulconer from Greenville
and Dr. S. J. L. Crouch from
Clemson.
Religious Emphasis Week plans
were under the direction of General Chairman Charles Spencer Jr.

Ivy League Fashions For Spring Textiles Instructor
Promise To Be Bright And Colorful James C. Williams
By KUSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Feature Writer
BLAZING SPRING ATTIRE—A preseason check in the spring releases of the
Ivy League pace-setters in collegiate fashions has revealed some brilliant ideas in
jackets for sport and relaxation. They
are brilliant in that the current trend is
toward more and more color, a wide selection and individuality.
All are cut in the best Ivy tradition
with smart lines that make comfort foremost. Details on these blazers include
piping, print or bright striped linings and
patch or hacked pockets. Some of these
blazers will be coats of many colors and
some will even feature wash and wear
fabrics.
The Clemson man is fortunate in that

he can purchase a college blazer that will
fit any festive occasion. These blazers can
be worn into late spring and on cool, summer nights. The Clemson blazer is priced
right too at $30. Most of the blazers we
have seen range from $37 to $55.
Get your blazer before the Carolina
Cup classic in Camden March 28 and show
up as the guy who knows how to look his
best while perfectly at ease.
TRAVEL HINT—When taking those
weekend excursions to your favorite party
town or woman's college, roll your ties
neatly when packing to prevent unsightly
wrinkling.
COOLEST COMMENT OF THE
WEEK — "Dad, send me some real cool
bread for my Mary Janes." Meaning, I'm
broke.

Retires To Farm

James Claude (J. C.) Williams,
knitting technician and laboratory instructor in the Textile
School since 1948, retired last
week to agriculture, after a lifetime career in textiles.
Mr. Williams' career carried
him from his native Georgia to
Willy's of Hollywood, custom
hosiery supplier to the movie
industry, where he made hosiery
for Joan Crawford and other
theatrical celebrities.
He came to the School of Textiles from Hollywood. Previously he was technician and superintendent of Real Silk Hosiery
Mills, Dalton, Ga.; Johnson City
Mills, Johnson City, Tenn.; Nebel Hosiery Mills, Charlotte, N.
C, and others.
Williams ia "retiring" to a
son's farm in Ringold, Ga., where
he has already started a flock of
laying hens and has 12 beef cows.

GOES
GOES
GOES ON A GALLON!

For dates
and arrangements,
see your

Placement
Director

* ...there's more room to grow
Biseayne l-Door Sedan shows the Fisher Body beauty of Chevrolet's lowest priced series for '59.

FEBRUARY 23, 1959
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Feb. 16—USN Engr. Exp. Station; USN Bureau of Ships; Norton Co.; Kroger Co.
17—McDonnell Arcft; Champion Paper; USN Engr. Exp.
Sta.; Esso, Linden.
18—Sangamo Elec; Pratt & Whitney; Tenn. Valley Authority; Esso Linden.
19—Nat'l. Security; USN Prvng. Grnd.; US Bur. of Pub.
Roads.
20—US Rubber; Biley Meter; Ala. Power; Clearwater Fin
Plant; Goodrich Co.
Feb. 23—Babcock & Wilcox; Celanese Corp.; Duquesne Light:
Johnson Service.
24—Celanese; Trane; Fla. Road Dept.
25—Phillips Petroleum; Ralston-Purina; Sp. Gyroscope- Pot
Elec. Power.
26—Ralston-Purina; Duke Power; J. P. Stevens; Shell Oil
& Chem. Corp.
27—Int. Harvester; Shell Oil; W. Va. Pulp & Paper; J. P
Stevens.
Mar. 2—Hazeltine Electronics Div.; US Navy Headquarters- US
Forest Service.
3—Bell System; American Standard; Deering Milliken- Fiberglas.
4—Deering Milliken; Nprt. N. Shpbldg.; Bell Sys.; Northrop Arcft.; Bait. Co. Sch.
5—Fieldcrest Mills; Bell System; Fla. Power & Light; Atlas Supply Co.
6—Fla. Power & Light; Cal. Pers. Board; Ga. Hwy. Dept.;
First Nat'l. Bank S. C.
.
Mar. 9—Factory Mutual Engr. Div.; Uarco; Boeing Arcft.; Broy-hill Furniture Co.
10

Mar.

Mar.

Apr.

Apr.

~Su^lington Ind-; RePublic Steel; Boeing Arcft.; Reynolds
Tobacco.
11—Emerson Rsch. Lab.; Firestone, Atlanta; Geol. Survey;
Woodside Mills.
12—Tenn. Eastmen; Hayes Aircraft; Brookley AFB, Ala ■
Woodside Mills.
13—Honeywell Regulator; Crawford & Co.; Robins AFBSp. Farragut.
16—Allied Chemical Corp.; Callaway Mills; The FUND Insurance Co.; Atlanta Gas Light.
17—USA Engrs., R&D Lab.; Army Engrs.-S.A. Div.; Dan
River; Callaway Mills.
18—USN Miss. Test; Republic Aviation; Dan River; P & G
Dist. Co.
19—Schlumberger Well; Tenn. Coal & Iron; Lockheed, Ga.
20—Tenn. Coal & Iron; Lockheed, Ga.
23—Martin Arcft. Company; USA Ordnance Weapons
Com'd.; Combustion Engrs.
24—Westinghouse Elec. Corp.; Blue Bell; Combustion Engrs.
25—Devoe & Raynolds Co.; Westinghouse Electric Com ■
Blue Bell.
«'
1—Department of Highways, Frankfort, Kentucky.
2—Torrington Company, Torrington, Connecticutt.
6—Sears Roebuck & Company, Atlanta, Ga.
20—United States Marine Corps; Officer Selection Program.
21—United States Marine Corps; Officer Selection Program.
Check Weekly Placement Bulletins for Revisions and
Additions.

On Campus

with
M&SbuIrnan

[By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college leaving
his home-town sweetheart with vows of eternal love, and then
he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in such cases, is the
honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Rock Sigafoos did.
When Rock left Cut and Shoot, Pa., he said to his sweetheart,
a simple country lass named Tess d'Urbervilles, "My dear,
though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch and
wither, may my viscera writhe like adders, may the moths get
my new tweed jacket!"
Then he clutched Tess to his bosom and planted a final kiss
upon her fragrant young skull and went away, meaning.with
all his heart to be faithful.

,y^ c$i<b $&%& iib^OOi id»But on theivery first day of college he met a coed named Fata
Morgana, a girl of such sophistication, such poise, such savoir
faire as Rock had never beheld. She spoke knowingly of Franz
Kafka, she hummed Mozart, she smoked Marlboros, the cigarette with better "makin's". Now, Rock didn't know Franz
Kafka from Pinocchio, or Mozart from James K. Polk, but
Marlboros he knew full well. He knew that anyone who smoked
Marlboros was modern and advanced and as studded with
brains as a ham with cloves. Good sense tells you that you can't
beat Marlboro's new improved filter, and you never could beat
Marlboro's fine flavor. This Rock knew.
So all day he followed Fata around campus and listened to
her talk about Franz Kafka, and then in the evening he went
back to the dormitory and found this letter from his home-town
sweetheart Tess:
Dear Rock,
Vs kids had a keen lime yesterday. We went down to the
pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of anybody.
Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots of nutsy stuff
like that. Well, I must close now because I got to whitewash
the fenm
..
...
Yourfnend,
Tess

Where chemistry means business

In the past few years Celanese' wide ranging operations in chemicals and plastics, as well as in chemical
fibers, have broadened into new areas, and this forward looking, diversified company foresees an even
greater range of products, markets, and interests coming tomorrow from today's scientific research and
development, engineering and production skills.
You needn't be "slotted'' at Celanese. There's plenty
of room for you to grow—not only room and opportunity, but encouragement to grow. For only with
individual growth will this vigorous young company
be able to meet its great, diverse tasks of tomorrow.
Wherever your technical interests lie—in chemicals,
plastics, or textiles—there are opportunities for chemists, physicists, and engineers of all kinds—in research
and development, in manufacturing, in technical serv- >
ice, in marketing.
INTERVIEW DATE

Interview Schedule For

More unties are hack in a gallon of regular-grade

extra pep it gives you for passing and climbing hills. This

gas—up'to 10% more—and Chevy's new Hi-Thrift

is due to higher torque at normal speeds.

6 engine puts them there. It also gives you more

It may be hard to believe anything that looks and

"git" in the speeds you drive the most.

moves like this '59 Chevy can be such a stickler for

Here's an engine that always seems able to coax extra
miles out of a tank of regular-grade gas. In fact, if you're
one of those drivers who keep tab on things like gas
mileage, you'll soon see for yourself that this new HiThrift 6 gets up to 10% more miles a gallon.

economy. But—whether you pick the Hi-Thrift 6 or a

Another thing you'll like about this 135-h.p. 6 is the

vim-packed V8—this is just
one more reason Chevy's
the car that's wanted for all
its worth. Stop by your
dealer's and see.
The smart switch is to the '59 Chevy!

4

now—see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!

P.S. ...I can do my Hula Hoop $,000 times.
Well sir, Rock thought about Tess and then he thought about
Fata and then a great sadness fell upon him. Suddenly he knew
he had outgrown young, innocent Tess; his heart now belonged
to smart, sophisticated Fata.
Rock, being above all things honorable, returned forthwith
to his home town and walked up to Tess and looked her in the
eye and said manfully, "I do not love you any more. I love
a girl named Fata Morgana. You can hit me in the stomach with
all your might if you like."
"That's okay, hey," said Tess amiably. ."I don't love you
neither. I found a new boy."
"What is his name?" asked Rock.
"Franz Kafka," said Tess.
"A splendid fellow," said Rock and shook Tess's hand and
they have remained good friends to this day. In fact, Rock and
Fata often double-date with Franz and Tess and have heaps
of fun. Franz can do the Hula Hoop 6,000 times.
© 1959 Mas Shulmsa

All's well that ends well—including Philip Morris. Philip
Morris ends well and begins well and is made of superb
matural tobacco* by the same people wJio make Marlboro*,
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Good Progress Noted
In Alumni Fund

'Rally Round The Flag, Boys'
I8PP

Clemson College alumni gave $52,339.15 ($38,758.41 in
unrestricted amounts and $13,580.74 to restricted purposes)
toward the 1958 Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund, Director
of Alumni Relations Joe Sherman, announced this week.
A total of 4,087 former students participated in the 1958
fund.
students have embarked upon
the first full year of their annual
giving program.
"In ever-increasing numbers
the alumni are banding together to help make Clemson a
great educational institution
beyond the limitations of state
appropriations," Sherman said.
"As Clemson alumni work to
make this a better college
through their personal investments in it, they look to state
officials to continue to do all
in their power to further the
educational, technological and
Sherman pointed out that the public service mission that is
Clemson."
.Loyalty Fund is committed first
"The 1959 Loyalty Fund is alto defraying the operating exready showing excellent propenses of the Alumni Association gress," Sherman concluded. The
and assisting specific educational first full year of the Loyalty
programs as designated by joint Fund shows promise of being one
decision of the alumni govern- of significant value to higher
education in South Carolina."
ing body and the College Administration.
The 1959 Clemson Aumni Loyalty Fund was launched in January and the institution's former
"We feel this is good progress for a program that was
officially only six months old
when the 1958 year ended,"
Sherman said. "The Alumni
Association scrapped its old
'dues' system last June and
began asking the alumni to
make annual investments in an
Alumni Loyalty Fund dedicated to making significant
contributions
to
Clemson's
pressing educational needs."

Best selling author Max Shulman, whose column "On Campus
with Max Shulman" appears weekly in the Tiger, pauses while
autographing copies of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys." Another
of his books, "Barefoot Boy with Cheek," is also popular the
campus over. His advice to would-be authors: "Marry money!"

Forestry Deportment Begins New
Program, To Increase Productivity

The Clemson College forestry department began a five
to 10 year program this month, representing initial steps
leading to an increase in the productivity of forest stands
on 19,000 acres of college forests spared by Hartwell Dam.
Marlin H Bruner reports that
college forest lands comprise 6,000 wood, is already being cut and
acres in pine; 6,000 in hardwood; saw log operation will begin in
4,000 mixed, and 3,000 with less approximately 30 days.
Management plans also call for
than 25 percent stocked with
new roads to maintain property
trees.
Dr. Harry O. Wheeler has joinThe program, says Prof. Bruner, lines and a continuing planting
ed the staff of the Food Technolincludes
a study of the stands to program initiated more than 20
ogy and Human Nutrition Departdetermine the amount and rapid- years ago.
ment as assistant nutritionist.
Clemson forest lands are used
Dr. Wheeler obtained his M. S. ity of growth, and cutting of maprimarily as a forestry area where
degree in bacteriology at the Uni- ture trees to encourage their nastudents can receive technical
versity of Houston and his Ph. tural seeding.
Timber operations in the Hart- knowledge and practical experiD. degree in nutrition at Texas
A & M College where he was on well basin, Bruner relates, ceased ence. They also are available for
the staff as an instructor.
last Sept. Since that time, the research and demonstration purDr. Wheeler's duties will include I Forestry Department has been pre- poses.
The long-range forest managethe initiation of basic nutrition paring for the management proresearch utilizing the advanced gram now underway outside the ment program is supervised by the
forestry department, headed, by
tools of modern bological, bio- basin.
Bruner announces that pulp- Dr. Kolman Lehotsky.
chemical and physical techniques.

Dr. Wheeler Joins
College Personnel

Today Last Day Of
Architecture Exhibit
Today is the last day of the
School of Architecture's series of
first semester student exhibitions
being shown in the school's design and print studios. These exhibitions present a graphic picture
of work done in the School in all
design levels.
Fifth-year students are displaying in model and plan form, their
work on two general projects—
thesis problems and a cooperative
problem of "Town Plan for Pendleton."
Color presentations and plans
are exhibited by fourth-year students, completing an analysis on
high-rise buildings from conception
to working drawings.
1
Twenty-five third-year students
participated in presenting
the
model form, "Collegiate School of
Music."
Representing the
second-year
classes are architectural designs
for a small two-doctor clinic, and
a large bathroom—in colored perspectives.
Short problems in color perspective and lettering, and a practical
problem entitled "Announcement
Panel for a School of Architecture Exhibit" constitute the firstyear work. Freshmen are also
showing a series of abstract lettering designs.
The show is being supervised by
Robert H. Hunter, chairman of the
exhibition committee in architecture at Clemson, and is open to
the public.

Many Varied Programs Presented

Student Aid And Placement Director
Announces Fellowships And Scholarships

Several fellowships and scholarships are now being offered to Clemson students,
according to D. G. Hughes, director of Student Aid and Placement.
Seniors interested in public affairs and public service careers and who will receive their B.A. degrees in June have been offered an opportunity to apply for fellowships to study at two universities, either at the Universities of Alabama and Kentucky
or the Universities of Florida and Tennessee.
The twelve month program
includes a three-month period
They can also be awarded a Masof serving with a public agenters Degree at either of the two
cy, such as TV or a departuniversities attended upon comment in a city or state governpletion of. a thesis and passing exment.
aminations.
The fellows will then enroll for
The deadline for submitting apthe 1959-1960 school session in the plications is March 7, 1959.
Jimmy Monroe, Arts and Scitwo universities for graduate work.
ences senior from Clemson, has
The National Phi Eta Sigma
The fellowship covers the college
been elected president of the
Fraternity offers two $300
fees plus a grant of $1,700, or apClemson Wesley Foundation for
scholarships each year to
proximately $2,200.
second semester.
graduating seniors who plan to
Completion of the twelve months
work for graduate degrees and
Other officers elected were 1st
training period entitles fellows to
who are members of the fravice president, Frank Sutherland,
certificate in public administration.
ternity. Deadline for applicaAbbeville; 2nd vice president,
tion is Feb. 21, 1959.
Dean Winesett, Columbia; 3rd vice
Further information may be re- president, Bob Reece, Greer.._
ceived from Professor B. E. Goo- secretary, Dwight Strawn, Ninety
dale, faculty advisor to the Clem- Six; and treasurer, Tommy Ariail,
By DICK MAGILL
son Chapter, in Room 113, Plant Sevierville, Tenn.
Tiger Feature Writer
Directors appointed by these
and Animal Science Building.
I love thee, Carolina,
The United Daughters of the officers were publicity, Marshall
With your sweet, tender sky.
Confederacy of South Carolina are Murphy, Charleston; fellowship,
now
offering educational scholar- Bill Goodman, Clemson; proI love you when the days are blue,
ships, gifts or loans, to descend- jects, Robert Hill, Clemson; deOr clouds go racing by.
ants of Confederate Veterans, Stu- putations, Dave Henkel, CamI love thee at the dawning,
dents desiring further information den; and pastor—student relaBob
Manger,
Myrtle
should
write Mrs. L. A. Usher, tions,
When eastern skies turn red.
Beach.
Pageland.
I love thy stately rivers
Plans were also announced for
More than 50 new underBy mountain brooklets fed.
the annual Methodist Student
graduate awards or renewals
Movement conference to be held
representing over $20,000 will
I love thee at the noontide
in Columbia on Feb. 27-Mar. 1.
be
made
this
spring
for
the
With golden sun above.
Dr. Richard Hoefler of the Luther1959-1960 school year.
I love thy gentle breees
To be considered for next year, an Theological Seminary is to be
That whisper like a dove.
(Continued oh Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Methodist Group
Elects Monroe
New President
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Mid-Year Graduating Class Receives Diplomas;
Bill Pruiti Named Top Student Of Graduates
One hundred and twenty-four
diplomas including 110 bachelor of
science and 14 master's degrees
have been awarded by Clemson to
students graduating at mid-year.
Top honors of those graduating
went to William Burton Pruitt of
Anderson, who received highest
honors as a Civil Engineering
graduate.
James Langely Bell of Conway, Agricultural Education major and Ann Gaskin Bell of Gallivant's Ferry, Arts and Science
major, became the first husband and wife team to graduate
from Clemson.
Receiving honors were John
Louis Williams of Abbeville, in Agriculture
Economics; Franklin
Morris Reel, Glendale, in Civil
Engineering; Richard Lionel Rogers, Hartsville, in Pre-Medicine;
Pete Nick Marinos, Greenville, in
Electrical
Engineering; Bruce
Oneal Bates, Williston, in Agronomy; and Allen Jervey Inglesby,
Greenville, in Entomology.
Master's degrees were awarded in Agriculture to Edgar
Walton Jones, Murrells Inlet,
and William Joseph Lanham,
Clemson, Agricultural Economics; Carol Eugene Brown, Kingstree, and Robert Lee Squires,
Aynor, Agronomy; William Walard McMillian, Florence, .and
Henry Burton Senn, Inman, Entomology; and Norman Edward
McGlohon, Laurens, Plant Pathology; William Alton Beasley,
Aiken, Agricultural Education.
Reuben Jerry Bennett, Laurens,
and Ferrel Edison Sheeley, Clemson, received the master of Agricultural Education degree.
Three
received master
of
science
degrees in Engineering. They are Carl Joseph Turner, Clemson, in Agricultural Engineering; Furnei Smith Bryant
Jr., Clemson, Electrical Engineering, and Otha Howard Vaughan
Jr., Seneca, Mechanical Engineering.
William Furman Moore Jr., Taylors, was awarded the master of
science in Textile Chemistry.
In the field of Agriculture the
following
received
bachelor of
science degrees:
Agricultural
Economics —
Charles Middleton Kelley, Lake
City; Gene Rex Lane, Mullins;
Burton William Lewis, Newberry; Howard Gordon Oates, York.
Agronomy — Elias Whilden Nettles III, Sumter, and Barney Middleton Rest, Cameron.
Animal Husbandry — Robert
Marion Rauton, Ridgs Spring, and
Lance Williams Jr., Marion.
Horticulture — Hugh McFadden
McLaurin HI, Wedgefield.
Agricultural Education — Henry
Bright Bruorton Jr., Georgetown;
Aubry James Cox, Loris; James

Carlisle DuBose Jr., Cades, and
Thomas Wade Elrod, Anderson.
In the field of Arts and Sciences
the following received degrees:
Arts and Sciences — James
William Compton, Laurens; Harold Bruce Glover, Gainesville,
Ga., John Albert Seidenstricker,
Charlotte, N. C, and Dan Chiles
Snow, Greer.
Chemistry — Martin
Irwin
Chase, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Education — Clark Dill, Alexandria, Va.; Robert Guy Harley,
Orangeburg; Marvin Tarrant McKie, Anderson, and Derril Keith
Rogers, Pelzer.
Industrial Education — Nathan
Fewell Kinion, Greenville.
Industrial Management—Charles
Joseph Agro, White Plains, N. Y.;
Jerry Lee Ayers and John William
Nelson, Piedmont; Ralph Carter
Bell, Ocean Drive Beach; Thomas
Stuart Cameron, Jersey City, N.
J.; Thomas Alexander Campbell
HI, Clemson; David Truesdale
Carroll, HendersonVUle, N. C; Alfred Allen Ellison and Melvin
Clarence Long, Anderson; and
Charles Dalton Faile, Fort Mill.

Also
Clark
Warren Foster, N. C, George Floyd Hughes, Jr.,
Greenville; John Grdian Jr., Rill- Bamberg; Basil Majuey McGirt,
ton, Pa., John Franklin Hall, North Columbia; James Preston StaCharleston; David Harden Jr., ton, Greenville, and Ralph ClinSeneca; William Gordon Kay Jr., ton Wanlass,
HendeVsonville,
Allendale; Thomas Eugene Kelley, N.C.
Lake City; Bartley Isaac LimeElectrical Engineering—Charles
house Jr., Charleston; Francis Alvin Black, Gaffney; John SeaEugene Pitts, Greenwood; Holland born Creech, Sumter; Charles EckRay Talley, Penrose, N. C, and ner Graham,
Clemson, David
James Pellington Terry, Harts- Wales Masters, Greenwood; Willville.
iam Hamilton Renwick Jr., AnPhysics—Henry Francis Greene,
derson, and Daniel Ashmore YarGreenville.
borough Jr., Clinton.
Pre-medicine — Charles CogIndustrial Engineering — Willgin Allen Jr., Moncks Corner; iam Donald James and Joel AlWilliam Kennedy Dodd Sr., Round fred Williams Jr., Asheville, N.C;
O, and Ralph Samuel Gruenberg, Charles Howard King, Belton;
Timmonsville.
Harold Richard Liverett, Greer;
In the field of Engineering the Robert Miller Richey Jr., Mounfollowing received degrees:
tainside, N. J., and James Dean
Ceramic Engineering — John Robinson, Clemson.
Dennis Buckley,
Sumter Billy
Mechanical Engineering—John
Dew Moody, Dillon, and Edward Bayne Ashe, Rock Hill; Warren
Anderson Scarpa Jr., Charleston. Michael Cheslak, Carteret, N.
Civil Engineering — Charles
J.; James Harry Dunn, AnderAshley Bradfield, Dillon; Donald
son;
Philip
Madison HamilHope Carter, Union; Louis Goruton Jr., Silver Springs, Md.,
din Darby, Charleston; Thomas
Donald Henry Hartmah and
Wilson Dennis, Jr., Johnsonville;
William Steven Wilson. GreenFranklyn Lee Elmore, Crouse,
(Continued on Page 8)
.
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OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates m
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
AND

AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
MECHANICAL,
METALLURGICAL,
and NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING

CAMPUS

INTERVIEWS
■ i^H ■ Kmlim W I Sam WW *mW\
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
•X
Appointments should be made in advance through your College Placement Office

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Foremost designer ond builder of oli types of flight propulsion systems — gas turbine,
ramjet, nuclear, roikei, ur.d uihei UUVUUCJU types »< fiijjhi and space propuisisn. systems^
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To The Slate Oi South Carolina

I love thee in the evening
With golden western sky.
I love thy noble mountains
With lofty peaks thrust high.
I love thee in the night time
With starry gems bedecked.
I love thy lowland's quiet lakes
With sun and shadow flecked.
I love thee, Carolina;
'Tis here I'll live and die.
Thank you, Lord, for placing me
Beneath her tender sky.

Only 2 Minutes Away

HOLLY HILL INN
Where Food Is Always Good — Always Tasty
At A Price You Can Afford To Pay!
— ON THE CLEMSON CLOVERLEAF —

AT CLEMSON —SECOND SEMESTER —REDUCED RATES

Thinklish: DRUNCLE
CARL R*ASE.ARUO»A SWE COLL.

Thinklkh:

Jhmklish: FEZIDENCE
PATRICIA MCELROY. CORNELL

WOOSJC
■*"• »■ Of CAL.

Lucky Strike presents

THlNKUSH
—the funniest, easiest way yet to make money!
PUT IN A GOOD WORD AND

$

MAKE 25!

Speak English all your life and what does
it get you? Nothing! But start speaking
Thinklish and you may make $25! Just
put two words together to form a new (and
much funnier) one. Example: precision
flight of bumblebees: Swarmation. (Note:
the two original words form the new
one: swarm+formation.) We'll pay $25
each for the hundreds and hundreds of

new Thinklish words judged best—and
we'll feature many of them in our college
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with
English translations) to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university, and
class. And while you're at it, light up a
Lucky. Get the full, rich taste of fine tobacco—the honest taste of a Lucky Strike.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
A STUDENT GOVERNMENT PROJECT

© 4. r. o>.

Product ef owJ^nttieanfA^eeo-^yuaw^ t/ameeo-is our middle *am
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Aero Club Announces
For Semester

James C. Littlejohn, distinguished past registrar of Clemson, died Jan. 30 after a series
of heart attacks. He served
Clemson actively for 55 years.
James C. Littlejohn, distinguished past registrar of Clemson, died Jan. 30 after a series
of heart attacks. "Mr. Clemson" was the name given him
by the Anderson Independent.
Only two years after his
graduation, he became the first
full time registrar. From that
time until his death he unceasingly served Clemson. In addition, he became the first business manager in 1926. The
Board of Trustees awarded him
an honorary doctorate in engineering in recognition of his
life of outstanding service to
Clemson.
Professor M. E. Bradley of
Clemson, retired, once wrote,
"Jim Littlejohn is a man of even
tempered temperament. He is
never swept off his feet by momentary or passing enthusiasm,
but responds to the more dispassionate urges for action arising from reason, common sense
and a conviction of right."
At the time of his death, Mr.
Littlejohn was preparing a history of Clemson. Also, he was
serving in an advisory capacity
in the administration, following
his retirement in 1954.

Ted Newhall was elected vicepresident at this meeting along
with the other officers of the club.
Others include Bobby Jones, secretary-treasurer; F. A. Arguelles,
safety director; L. P. Christmen,
publicity director; J. H. Hill,
membership director and J. P.
Harley, social director.
Club officials announced the
purchase recently of a J-5 Piper
"Super-Cruiser." This plane is
reported to be in excellent condition. Equipment on it includes a
two-way radio and a directional
finding radio compass.
The club at present operates
from the Anderson Airport under the supervision of Mr. Ben
Johnson, airport manager and
Civil
Aeronautics
inspector.
Plans are being made, however,
to begin operation on the grass
strip recently constructed in the
Cherry Bottoms located to the
south of the campus.
The strip is 2800 feet long and
was constructed by members. It
has government approved runway
markings and wind direction indicators, according to officials of
the Areo Club.
It is also reported that there are
approximately 15 vacancies in the
club. The membership in the
club is limited because of the
rights of equal access to the use of
the plane. Students who are interested in joining should contact
any officer of the organization.
Non-flying members will have
a chance to earn their private license while members of the Areo
Club. Instruction is being offered

WESLEY FOUNDATION
Wesley Foundation entertained
Wednesday night with a Religious
Emphasis Week supper-banquet.
Guest speaker was Mr. J. Walter
Johnson, Methodist minister from
Greenwood, South Carolina.

New senior staff members of The Tiger are
(left to right) Bobby Clark, columnist; Tim
Trively, associate editor; and Ronnie Slice, circulation manager. Bobby and Tim were named

in a recent election, while Ronnie was elected in
an earlier meeting. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford.)

Slipstick Names New Businsss Staff;
Size Of Next Issue To Be Increased
The Slipstick, Clemson student
engineering publication, has announced its new business staff.
The staff will serve this semester
and first semester of next year.
Rudy Jones, last year's copy
editor, was named business
manager. Rudy, a junior in
Physics, is from Dillon.
New associate business editors
to all members.
President Bill Hayden urged
all interested students to attend
a meeting of the organization.
Meetings are held each Monday
night in meeting room 4 at 7 p.m.

are Ray Sweeny of Anderson and
Irby Wright .of Camden. Ray, a
past member of the staff, is a junior in Physics. Irby is a sophomore in Electrical Engineering.
Charles Wilson of Anderson will
serve as circulation manager.
Charles, a past member of the
staff, is a junior in Ceramic Engineering. The exchange manager
will be Booty Roberts of Chester.
Booty is an Electrical Engineering
junior.
Paul Martin will serve as advertising manager. Paul, a native of
Charleston, is a junior in Electrical Engineering. Dave Jeter of

Friend Of College Sees Advantages Fraternity
System Could Provide Students And Faculty

SOCIAL GROUPS EXTEND
FEELING OF BELONGING
The well-organized and wellmanaged social fraternity today,
and there are now more than 100
such national groups in America,
develop the finest social and cultural attributes of its undergraduate members. The small, closelyknit membership gives each student the feeling of "belonging,"
which we all need in the fast pace
cf today's life.
This is especially needed at the
age and time which undergraduates are exneriencing. This is generally the first time away from
home, native community and lifetime religious associations.
An institution like Clemson, fortunately, draws many of its students from small towns and small
schools. These students are suddenly thrown into a large community life of 3,000 or so strangers
with whom -they are intimately associated physically.
Yet we know from experience
that no one can know intimately
so many people, nor do we normally desire to know so many intimately.
It is necessary and desirable
to break any community down
into smaller units in order to
develop the close and abiding
friendships, and stimulating and
inspiring relationships.
A military organization does
this on a less personal basis
through the battalion, company,
squad, etc., for training and disciplinary purposes. The large
American college and university
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does it by classes for purely instructional purposes.
STUDIED EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
After
traveling
extensively
among American educational institutions some years ago, I went
to Europe to study living conditions, especially in English schools,
colleges, and universities. From
the very inception of educational
"centers^neTnousanoTYears ago,
the English established small living units.
At Oxford and Cambridge Universities these units are known as
colleges. They are solely centers
in which students live, sleep, eat,
attend chapel and enjoy social and
athletic activities. There are no
classes in the college, no instruction, etc.
This is offered in the University
of which the colleges are the living units. But here in the college
is where the student spends all
his leisure time, and here is whre
the great cultural and social, moral and religious, political and athletic influences are at work in the
everyday life of the student.
This is the great
influence of
English education.
Hence,
the
statement that "England's wars
are won on the playing fields of
Eton."
FRATS ONLY COMPARABLE
THING IN SCHOOLS
The only comparable thing in
American university .and college
life is the social fraternity. On
many campuses students live and
eat in fraternity houses. On others,
like the University of South Carolina for instance, the fraternity
lives together in a designated area
of the University dormitories, and
members eat in the University
Commons or Where ever they wish.
Whereas, the lodge plans have
been traditionally popular and
successful at such nearby institutions as Sewanee, Davidson,
Wofford, and the Presbyterian
College. The success of each
fraternity plan depends on the
needs and desires of the particular campus it serves.
The fraternity comes to college
only to help that institution better educate the whole man. When
the fraternity ceases to do that, it
better withdraw or be asked to
close its chapter.
As the term "social fraternity"
implies, in contrast to the honorary fraternities or scholastic and
other specialized groups, the chief
aim is to develop the broadest social and cultural opportunities of
its members.

The older national fraternities
without exception have high scholastic standards. In many instances, the requirements for initiation are higher than those for remaining in good standing in the
college.
FRATS HAVE MORAL
STANDARDS
The well-organized social fraternity has moral and spiritual standards that prospective members
must meet before being pledged,
and others, often more demanding, that must be satisfied before initiation. Many require a semester or even a year's pledge or
training period before initiation.
The big brother system and other
such plans in well set-up fraternities often are responsible for
younger men remaining in college
and overcoming scholastic and other difficulties. In this way some
of the most valuable and life-long
friendships are cemented.
Older members assist new men
in entering every type of activity,
whether it be journalism, sports,
music, or cheer leading, class officies to student body leadership.
The moral and spiritual backing
of close friends is often the most
valuable asset in developing a
man's early potentialities.
The intimacy of fraternity associations presents an opportunity
for personal counselling offered in
few such instances on the large
campus today.
This understanding of each other
and early recognition of personal
problems often saves a man from
deeper trouble and difficulties.
This can be of inestimable value
to the officials, of the college in
utilizing the fraternity officers, and
other experienced members in general student body councelling and
even discipline.
I have heard many a college
dean and president say that
without the assistance of fraternity officers he would find student problems much more difficult, if not impossible, to cope
with on his particular campus.

-TIGER TAVERNLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

CLEMSON NEEDS
FRATERNITY

David B. Perrin

AND OTHER
REPRESENTATIVES OF

DUQUESNE LIGHT
COMPANY
WILL VISIT YOUR CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 23
To Interview Students

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Interested In

• Fountain Service

With This
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ning and organization and facilities.
Fraternity activities range from
"party weekends" of dances, picnics, barbecues, hay rides, etc.,
to homecoming weekends, annual
observances of Parents' day. Fraternal Memorial Sunday, initiation weekend and the ever-popular
after-football parties, suppers, buffets, banquets, etc.
The fraternity probably contributes more to strong alumni support than any other such groups
ever seen on the American cam
pus. The fraternity lodge house
or rooms is a mecca for the returning alumnus, and where
he
will meet congenial undergraduates, as well as old friends, at
times of homecoming games, com
mencement, etc.
Finally, the national fraternity
offers a close personal association
for students from one campus to
another, where the same fraternity is located. Visits are made
on weekends and at times of sports
trips, etc., to other campuses.
After college, alumni organizations offer social, professional
and business contacts to members of a national fraternity,
many of which are a real value
and great personal pleasure and
satisfaction.

All in all, it seems to me that
a college with the high scholastic
standing of Clemson, with the
splendid professional schools now
there, and the high-type of students the college draws, the exceptional faculty, and with such
proven alumni, that any strong national fraternity would look with
favor upon a chapter at Clemson.
In turn, I know from experience
on campuses from Massachusetts
Tech to Southern California, Miami to Seattle, Toronto to Texas
that national social fraternities
have a lot to offer Cleson College;
its student body, its faculty, ad
ministration and alumni.
I would like to see my own
fraternity place a chapter at
Clemson.
SOCIAL IS ONLY ONE
Charles E. Thomas
FUNCTION
200 Fairview Avenue
Alta Vista
Then, too, as a moral factor,
Greenville, S. C.
the social fraternity in the more
limited and restricted senses of
the work "social" performs one of
its most vital and valuable functions.
That is in the lesiure hours, or
the so-called otherwise "boring
weekends" which every college
campus experiences without plan-

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

• Sandwiches

Boners'Bag |

RE Week Suppers Held; Newman
Delegation To Attend Convention

Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor:
Mr. Bill Nettles' very convincing
article "Boring Clemson Weekends
Show Need For Fraternities and
Social Activities" in your December 19 issue makes such a strong
case that it is difficult to add to
his argument. However, my interest in Clemson and my long association in college and university ad_minjstration stimulate me to make
a few additional points T
Within the laist four years I have
returned to South Carolina, after
30 years outside the state. One of
the sites that has given me greatest pride in my return has been
the modern Clemson. I am not an
alumnus of Clemson. though a lifelong friend of the College with
many personal associations.
I am satisfied that some wellchosen national social fraternities could contribute considerably to the life of the Clemson
College students today, and in
turn Clemson men can make an
important contribution to fraternities.

Events Concerning Campus

Named To Vacated Tiger Staff Positions

By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor
Bill Hayden, an Electrical Engineering junior from
Orangeburg, was elected president of the Clemson Area
Club at a recent meeting. Bill has his private license and
has logged over 125 flying hours.

Heart- Attacks
Fatal To Late
L. C. Littlejohn

Friday, February 13,1959

• Newsstand

A Position

Columbia was named office manager. Dave is an Electrical Engineering junior.
Rudy Jones announced that
the next issue of Slipstick is
hoped to be an unusually large
one. The increase in size is a
result of the increase of available advertising, according to
Rudy. He attributed this to the
recent upswing of business.
All advertising presently carried
in Slipstick comes from the national advertising agency LittellMurry-Barnhill Company.

MID-YEAR
(Continued from Page 7)
ville; Wallace Roy Hicks Jr.,
Belton; Matthew Joseph Lavel,
Brevard, N. C, Harvey Boyd
Longshore Jr., Clemson; James
Gerald O'Connor, Fanwood, N.
J., and William Leo Richardson, Toccoa, Ga.
In the field of Textiles the following received degrees:
Textile
Chemistry
— Robert
Calvin Bratton, Rock Hill; James
Cecil Hunter, Green Mountain, N.
C, and William McLean Owens,
Gibson, N. C.
Textile Engineering — James
Malcolm Campbell, Belton, and
James Conrad Glasgow, Conway.
Textile Manufacturing — Jimmy
Arthur Blanton, Forest
City,
N. C, Thomas Peay Bray Jr.,
Greenville; Kenneth Eugene Cannon, Marion, N. C, Horace Marion Chasteen, Pendleton; Charles
Maxwell Fowler, Liberty; Vernon
William Kennington, Lancaster.
Also, Francis Carl Mackey, Jr.,
Bennettsville; Mohammad Iqbal
Nasim, Darachi, Pakistan; Imad
Mohamed Nawam, Sidon, Lebanon; Clyde Thomas Sanders Jr.,
Richburg; Harold Martin Willingham, Joanna, and Larry Gene Wilson, Wellford.
Bachelor of Architecture degrees were awarded to Henry
David Mikkelsen, Clemson, and
Edgar Causey .Wiggings Jr.,
Garnett.

NEWMAN CLUB
The Newman Club will send a
delegation to the Southeast Province convention in Atlanta this
week-end. Included in the agenda
will be election of new officers. A
banquet and dance will be held
on Saturday evening.
Newman Club members and
Catholic students met at Newman
Hall Monday night. Father Sullivan spoke about Religious Emphasis Week and encouraged all
members to take an active part
in the events.
Another meeting of Newman
Club will be held Wednesday at
6:15 p.m.
SIGMA TAU EPSILON
Sigma Tau Epsilon will meet at
6:30 p.m. next Thursday in Room
122, Hardin Hall. It is important
that all members be present, according to Rufus Land, president.
BSU
The BSU held its annual Religious Emphasis Week supper in
the Baptist Student Center last
Wednesday night. Dr. Dan Williams of Greenville was the guest
speaker.
The movie "Mystery of Three
Clocks" will be shown at the meeting next week. All interested students are invited by the BSU to
attend and see this movie.
About 15 to 20 BSU'ers have
been invited to attend the annual
BSU banquet in Spartanburg
Thursday. A list has been placed
on the bulletin board in the student center and everyone interested in attending should sign up as
soon as possible, according to J.
W. D. Robbins.

METHODIST
(Continued from Page 7)
the principal speaker.
Total cost of the conference is
$5.50 including registration which
will be paid by the local MSM upon arrival at the conference. Methodist students wishing to attend
may fill out registration at the
church or see any council member.

YMCA VESPERS
Dr. G. H. Aull of the YMCA Ad
visory Board will speak at Vespers
on the subject of our national surplus and what we should do about
it.
Vespers are held at 6:00 p.m
each Sunday at the YMCA.
CANTERBURY CLUB
A deputation from the Clemson
Canterbury Club went to Winthrop
Feb. 4. Winthrop girls led the
group in a prayer service after
which followed a discussion .
marriage and divorce.
The Clemson Canterburians took
part in a Holy Communion service
last Wednesday. Father Leon
Arakelian of Philadelphia cele
brated the service according to
the liturgy of the Armenian Orthodox Church. The Rev. Philip
Porcher of St. Matthews, formerly
a Clemson student, was the speaker for the evening. A supper concluded the meeting.
The Canterbury group will begin
its annual Lenten study at the
regular meeting next Wednesday.
The subject for this will be the
Ten Commandments. Dr. George
E. Bair will introduce the theme
for the meeting.
ATTENDS IBM SCHOOL
Dr. W. D. Trevillian, head of
the Department of Industrial
Management, is attending the D3M
Computer School this week in
Binghamton, N. Y., as guest of the
IBM Corporation.
The three-day school will study
the uses of computors in the field
of business and management.

February 13 —

February 20
600 On Your Dial
Saturday
Sunday

5. Oh, to be Latin
4. Girly garment
sounds dishonest
6. Curious way to
get loose from
a clinch
6. Enraptured
7. Love story
doesn't sound
like work
9. Used the eye
approach
14. It's evil to
do it backward
15. How sex begins
16. What gal BA's
go on to become
17. French egg
18. On which Dad
asked Mom.
19. Rockette
without rock
20. And so on
21. Oahu-type
necking
22. Guy who makes
ti me with a
gal you can't
24. This is to
be tied
25. A Waller
27. Any guy whose
name you
don't know
31. Southern fellow
32. This is soft
when down
36. This hooey is
off the bottom
37. How their
scents travel
38. A little ground
40. Kind of ran
41. Switch from
to Kools
43. She's mostly
decor
44. Stepped on
45. Girl from
Annapolis
DOWN
47. He's nothing
on a date
1. Shape holders
2. Pull up a pony 49. Pre

ACROSS

1

2

6

A Florida freshman in History
101 recently wrote that because
he had made offensive remarks
about her reputation, Peggy
O'Neill beat Senator Sumner
over the head with a heavy cane.
And Albert Gallatin's fiscal
ghost must be muttering with a
French accent at this one, preserved by another History prof:
"Gallatin was the man who
invented a sort of French knife
for cutting off people's heads
and named it after himself."
At Sunday night's performance of "Cup of Trembling,"
the Rev. Charles Arrington,
playing a fawning priest, stumbled coming on stage and almost
made a real, sandel-Iicking entrance.
A bit of improvised, unorthodox footwork saved the Sanhedrin but left Prof. Tony Ellner,
Pilate, wondering whether he
could have ad-libbed his way
through that one.

Appoint Col. Baker
To Supply Division
European Oulposl
A 1932 Clemson College graduate, Col. James E. Baker of
Route 3, Andrews has been appointed chief of the procurement
branch, G-4 (Supply) Division of
the U.S. Army's European headquarters.
The South Carolina colonel arrived on the Continent last December after serving as chief of ttie
purchasing division of the Army's
clothing and textile supply agency
in Philadelphia.
During his overseas tour, he is
serving with U.S. Army forces that
maintain a 24-hour vigil along a
435-mile stretch of the Iron Curtain frontier in Germany.
Entering the Army after graduation, Col. Baker has served in
French Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Italy, France, Korea, Germany and Japan.
Among other decorations, he
has been awarded the Legion of
Merit, the Army Commendation
Medal and the Bronze Star Medal
for meritorious service.
His wife and their two children
accompanied Col. Baker on his
overseas assignment.
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7
"ARE YOU KODL ENOUGH
TO KRACK THIS?"

9

3

The interpretation of history
is subject to revision every hundred years, OK?
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Monday
Sign On
Early Show
Sign Off

Sign On
Cavalcade
Of Music
Allegro
Down To
Earth
Sign On
Twilight
Club €00
Time
Club €00
Twilight
News & Ann.
Sign On
Sunday
Club 600
Manhattan
Music
Club 600
Turntable
Hall
Guest Star
Show
Sunday
Ed Murrow
Turntable
Music
Project '60'
Show
Hall
Project '60'
Turntable
Moonlight
Downbeat
Swinging
Moonlight
Serenade
Easy
Moonlight
Serenade
Swinging
Serenade
Serenade
Late Show
Late Show
Late Show
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Early Show
Early Show
Early Show
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign On
Sign On
Sign On
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News & Ann. News & Ann. News & Ann.
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Reserved
Defense
, Bandstand
Ed Murrow
Ed Murrow
Ed Murrow
Sounds of
Concert Hall Concert Hall
20th Century Concert Hall Announced
Down Beat
Down Beat
Down Beat
Moonlight
Moonlight
Moonlight
Serenade
Serenade
Serenade
Serenade
Serenade
Serenade
Late Show
Late Show
Late Show
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off

KGDL KROSSWORD
1. Greek god
5. Fraternal
follower of Chi
8. Not the same
as reshopped
10. Woman-hater's
affliction
11. Nell's on the
hook
12. Trade Last
(abbr.)
13. Slippery
customer
15. Willie says,
"
Kool"
20. Big tree of
Big 3
23. See how
wonderfully
Kools are
26. A he and a she
28. By way of
29. Tea makes
Sue fat
30. Kool—America's
most refreshing
33. Price of a fi fo fum
34. Willie's milieu
35. Kind of ling
37. She specializes
in defense
39. Phooey
42. Pronouncements
from the docti
46. Test in
chemistry
48. So your gal's
done you wrong
50. What becomes
of a fraulein
61. Caviar
containers
62. It starts
tenderly
63. Lachrymose
ending
54. An old, old
story

Dr. Bob Shipman of Forestry is in the market for a specific pesticide. One student identified an increment borer as an
important forest insect in the
south.

STUDENT AID
(Continued from Page 7)
completed scholarship applications
from current students must be
returned to the Studerit Aid Office by Feb. 28, 1959.
Additional information on each
scholarship may be obtained at
the Student Aid Office.

1rVSBF j Program Sche dule
Friday
5:55 Sign On
6:00 Early Show
7:50 Sign Off
12:55
1:00
1:15
3:00
5:00
5:55 Sign On
6:00 Club 600
6:40 Club 600
6:55 News - Ann
7:00 Club 600
7:15 Club 600
7:30 Bandstand
7:45 Ed Murrow
8:00 To Be Ann.
8:30 To Be Ann.
9:00 Downbeat
9:30 Moonlight
10:00
Serenade
10:30 Serenade
11:00 Late Show
12:00 Sign Off
Tuesday
6:00 Early Show
7:50 Sign Off
5:55 Sign On
6:00 Club 600
6:40 Club 600
6:55 News - Ann
7:00 Club 600
7:15 Club 600
7:30 Pat Boone
7:45 Ed Murrow
8:00 Concert Hall
8:30 Concert Hall
9:00 Downbeat
9:30 Moonlight
10:00
Serenade
10:30 Serenade
11:00 Late Show
12:00 Sign Off

The babes have spoken again.
One of Mrs. Rose Huff's kindergarten youngsters reported about
mid-January that her dad was
studying hard because it was
"the end of the fiesta."
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• As cool and clean as a breath of fresh air.
• Finest leaf tobacco ... mild refreshing menthol—
and the world's most thoroughly tested filter!
• With every puff your mouth feels clean,
your throat refreshed!

Progressive Pittsburgh

Gmericas Mosf fSefteshing Qgaitlfe

Electric Utility Company

... ALSO REGULAR SIZE KOOL WITHOUT FILTERI
© 1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
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refreshment
Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson—Greenwood

